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was close to 9:30 before Mx. Takahira, followed by Baron Komura and
Mk'. Sato came down to the veranda
and received the usual respectful
greeting from the guests who invariably gather to see them off. The Russian envoys,,were half-'way to the
navy yard when the Japanese set out.
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above Canal street, three adjoining
ssivares already infected.
Gov. Blanchard has wired Chairman
Janiver, of the citizens' committee, announcing that he has complimented
Surgeon White by making him a colonel on his staff.
"Tell him," the governor wired,
"that it gives me great pleasure to
Hopeful Prospect for Peace.
show him this recognition as a token
Too, Aug. 17.—The Nichi Nichi
FINAL STRUGGLE IS
of appreciation of the great fight he
BASEMENT CHAMBERS .
says:
DISCREPANCY IN
SERVES UNTIL AFTER.,
is making.for us in New Orleans."
THEREFORE VERY CLOSE. "The continuance
of the conference
AND FALSE ROOFS.
REPORTS EXPLAINED.
NOVEMBER ELECTION..
is indicative of the hopeful prospect
The Quarantine Furor.
for the conclusion of peace."
Some of the quarantines are tighten
gapanese in Close Touch With Their
The paper declares that if the Rus- Surprising Discoveries
Made by Discovery of Disease in Mississippi 'ing and some ore loosening. Lafay- Mysterious Disappearance
«
of Moscoe
sians had rejected absolutely the quesGovernment, but Keep Own
ette, which was very severe its 'her reWorkmen Remodeling House for
Town Will Have Effect on
Scott Creating Great Fear As
tions of reimbursement and the cesCouncil.
strictions
against
New Orleans, now
National Arts Club.
Quarantining.
sion of Sakhalin Island, the Japanto His Fate.
finds herself practically isolated bewould
ese
have withdrawn from the.
I
cause there is one case there. Crowconference. These demands are as
ley has called out her militia to guard
WILL THE JAPS
important as the Korean and Man- TILDEN EVIDENTLY
LATEST REPORTS
all the avenues of approach to the NEW INVESTMENT
MEET THEIR WATERLOO? churian questions. Japan's victories
FEARED ENEMIES.
FROM INFECTED PLACES. town. St. Francisville announces that
COMPANY ORGANIZED.
have been achieved by the vast sacrishe will bar from her midst all drumfice of money and blood without the
mers and Italians. The city council
Portsmouth, N'. ff., Aug. 27.—Five prospect of Russia's compliance in
of Lake Charles, in defiance of the
New York, Aug. 17.—Subterranean
New
17.—The
Orleans,
yellow
Aug.
Mi. Charles Crow was yesterday
articles of the possible "treaty of the payment of war expenditures and
passages, heading from a secret stair- fever situation was featureless today state board of health, has declared appointed
coroner by Judge R. F.
Washington" remained to be consid- the transfer of Sakhalin Island. There
case to austere chambers beneath the except for the explanation of the diss that no freight-car can enter that town Lightfoot,
to fill out the unexpired
ered when the peace plenipotentiaries is no reason why the conference
old Tilden mansion, in Gramery Park, crepancy in the death report irt the from New Orleans or other infected term of his
father, the late James F.
resumed their session at the navy should not be continued.
have been brought to ugh: -by the preceding twenty-four hours. The points, whether authorieed by the Crow. .
yard today—Sakhalin, upon which it
The Nichi Nichi expresses the be- contractors
engaged in tearing out number at noon was given as five. At state board or not.
Mi. Charles Crow will now hold the
had been impossible to agree, and lief that the Russian delegates diand remodeling the structurr, which 6 o'clock it was given as four. Five
office of coroner until one is elected
which had been passed over; indem- vulged the nature of the Japanese deDemand for Wire Screen.
is now under course of transforma- deaths actually occurred, but the cerat the November election and qualinity, limitation upon Russia's sea mands, and suggests that the Japantion into a home for the National tificates in an uptown case were turn- 'In Donaldsonville, which has a ties,
as his father was only filling out
power, the surrender of the interned ese delegates abandon the plan of seArts Club. Many other peculiarities ed in after the record was closed, and large Italian population, there has the unexpired
term of "Daddy" Peal
warships, and the grant of fishing crecy and keep their people informed
been
nzaseneeting
a
of
Italians
exist in the mansion, which have re- will therefore go in today's list, makwhich by
appointment. As the late Mr.
rights on the littoral of the maritime as to the progress of the conference.
mined undiscovered up to this day, ing three deaths above Canal street in has pledged the race to co-operation Crow
was the democratic nominee
provinces.
with
the authorities in guarding
although the famous old dwelling has the last three weeks.
for
that
office, the Democratic comRemuneration for the cost of the
MPS MEET WATERLOO.
housed many tenants since his reSome of the Mississippi coast towns against infection.
mittee will have to have the vaeancy,
war, it is believed, is No. 9, the first
Large
quantities
of
screen
wire
are.
moval to Grey-tone, in. 18;'e. where have been seeking to increase the rigon the ticket filled by either calling
article to come up today. How far Have Been Defeated in Great Diplohe died in August, 1886.
idity of their quarantine so as to pre- now being brought into the city for a primary election or mass conven-'
it will be threshed out before it is
matic Battle.
purpose
the
of
screening
cisterns.
The tion.
There is a legend aman; the old- vent the .handling of any freight from
"passed over" is problematical. Fishtime residtets of the ne:shborhood New Orleans and to require thorough screen is so urgently needed that
There was a large bunch of appliing rights Russia will. yield. There
Portsmouth, N. H.. Aug. 17.—Japan that Tilden, who made a host of enefreight to be carried in specially sealed there is no time to ship it by freight cations for the appointment, but
only remain limitation upon Russia's will come to terms with Russia. She
and the express companies are bringJudge Lightfoot did not consider any
sea power and the surrender of the will not insist upon reimbursement ish s by the part he took in the ex- and fumigated cars. The appearance ing it in
daily lots of from eight to ten
Ilse of tne Tweed ring, had a fear of fever on the coast, however, may
but the son of Mr. J. F. Crow for
one
interned warships.
Sakhalin.
This
cession
is cel secret assassination, and builded
or the
of
cause a change of heart, now that it thousand pounds. Cheesecloth screen the place.
The final struggle is close at hand, the opinion of most members of the
makeshift
lug
and
temporary
was
is
a
his house accerclingly
is known that section is actually inand preparations are being made for rapidly-growling army of optimists.
„ha—' . •
rot provided for in the city ordinance.
The interior of the mansica was a fected.
it. When the remainirg points of Russia has defeated Japan in the diThe fact 'that there is a supply of
Still Unsolved.
work of art in its day, and is scarcely
A
movement
was on foot here for
possib'e agreement are demonstrated plomatic battle by bringing about the
The mysterious disappearance of
equaled in some respects even now by an extensive flushing of the gutters wire screen here will enable the auan adjournment will be taken, prob- discussion of all the questions which
Abe palacts of Upper Fifth avenue. which has been always done in yellow thorities to prosecute successfnlly all Moscoe Scott from his home in Meably until Monday, when the pleni- caused the war before considering
In the wont- of remodeling now un- fever tunes. The health authorities, landlords who disobey the ordinance. chanicsburg on Clements street is
potentiaries will show their last cards. the two most important of the JapanThe sch-ol authorities here and else yet unsolved. His wife returned yesder way the secret staircase and un- however, are of the opinion that flushThe Japanese are in the closest ese demands. On all the original
10
derground passages were discovered. ing gutters will leave pools in which where in Louisiana are as yet undecid- terday from Little Cypress, where she
touch with their government. They questions Russia either has yielded
the builders, like Mr. Tilden, long mosquitoes will hibernate, and intsead ed as to whether an. attempt will be went in hopes of locating him at the
are keeping Tokio advised of every or will yield when the matters of As
since joined their fathers, no expla- of flushing the gutters will be treated made to open the public schools on home of her relatives, but no trace of
development of the proceedings. It reimbursement and the cession of terthe dates originally set. Their decis- him was discovered. No person, as
nation can be given for the mysteri- with rock salt.
was 6 o'clock kthis morning when last ritory are brought up
ous passages other than that menDr. Juan. Guiteras is to deliver a ion will be determined by the COLIT'St is so far learned, has seen him since
night's stream of cable. to Japan was
Must Withdraw Demands.
y afternoon, when he was
neighbors.
tioned
old
by
lecture
on the mosquito and the ex- which the fever takes within
completed. Japan must either withdraw her de- , It was found that
fifteen
e
Island
to
days.
thirty
creek bridge. No
the building had periences of Havana at a woman's
mand* or be placed in the position three roofs
Last Articles .Marked Off.
for his sudden leave is „set
instead of one, and that league meeting arranged for Friday
Articles 7 and 8 were disposed of 'before the world ofofighting for mon- a tiny. staircase led
. He had been ill for several
Scare in Now York,
to a secret pas- eight.
yesterday, the former "in° principle," ey. It is argued that she cannot do sage from the second floor. Entrance
New York, Aug. 17.—A Yellow fever
ys from being overhiated, and it is
The moral. support given her to it was
the latter "unanimously," a4corchng this
I scare was caused yesterday its First thought that the stroke so affected
gained by pressing a knob
NEST OF YELLOW FEVER,
to the official bulletin. Article 7 pro- has been of inestimable value, and on a beautifully carved walnut panel.
!avenue, Brooklyn, where a doctor sem his mind that he unconsciously
vides far the cession to China of the this war would be lost if she should , In the celiar a puzzling labyrinth
moned to a tenement found John G. walked away, or perhaps made away,
branch of the Chinese Eastern rail- eater upon a mercenary war. These %of vaults and passages V.AS found Eleven Cases Reported From Missis- Murphy. a laborer, violently ill. In a with himself.
sippi City.
road running south from Harbin to considerations have convinced a great leading to a tunnel, the
lucid nwitnent he said he came from
Mrs. Scott and the absent man's
walls of which
Port Arthur and Dalny, and with number of observers that a treaty of
Panama a few weeks ago. At the Nor friends are fearinir the worst when
are covered with mold, but which was
New Orleans, Aug. 17.—The ana branch line connecting at New peace will be signed within ten days. otherwise perfectly dry. The tunnel,
wegian hospital the physicians agreed the 'mystery of Mk. Scott's wherenouncement of the discovery of a nest that
Chwang with the Skan-Hai-Kwan- The envoys themselves are much
'Murphy had a mild case of yel- abouts is solved.
so far as it could be explored, led of eleven cases of yellow fever at
more cordial toward one another than •straight
Tien Tsin goad.
low
fever. The health department
south from the maroion, but
Artic'e 8 provided for the reten- they were at first. There was evi- its terminus evidently had been closed Mississippi City, within rhree miles of was notified and its agent reported
Sanitary and Street Notes.
tion by Russia of the line through dence of much ill-feeling, and during tor many years, and the air was Gulfport, the terminus of the Gulf & that he found certain symptoms of tyThe Board of Public Works has
Ship
Island
road,
and
the
fact
that
the phoid malaria and had grave suepiCNorthern Manchuria, which forms a the lunch hour at the navy yard the found so bad that the wreckers have
named Auditorh Alex Kirkland and
fever has been in existence there since ions
coemecting link of the main line of rival diplomats of one nation ignored
that his fellow physicians were Secretary Saunders Fowler as local
not ventured more than twenty-five before July ao, fbe time when its anright in their opinions that Murphy delegates eto attend the League of
the Transiberian and the Usurri rail- those,of the other.
feet into the passage.
nouncements were made here, is ex- Iliac
yellow fever. He ordered Mur- American Municipalities which conroad, with its terminus at VladivosChat and Laugh.
pected to soften somewhat the severe phy
On one occasion Third Assistant
tok and Kharborovsk.
placed in an isolated ward. An verses. in Toledo, 0., on the 234, 24th
PUNISHMENT FOR ALARMIST criticism by Mississippians of New effort
'Russia, by .her acceptance. of these Secretary Peirce sat in the conferwill be made to find out what and 25th of this month.
Orleans for failing to find the local in- stiamer
brought the man here
two artic:es in connection with arti
: ence noon in order that the eavoys
The Board, in response to the many
fection earlier. Before it was known
ekes 2, 3, 4 and 6, surrenders every might address themselves to him in- Mobile Citizen Fined for Starting Yel
kicks regar.ding the street surroundthat
there
was
fever
here
there
were
low Fever Reports.
MRS. WORTH HOLCOMB DEAD. ing the market-house being used for
vestige of her ambition in Manchu- stead of to their rivals. Yesterday
frequent reports of its existence on
ria. She closes the door to the warm there was a remarkable change, and
trash, water refuse, etc , has authorMobile, Ala., Aug. 17.—C. W. Cow- the gulf coast, but the inspection has Expired Yesterday Forenoon After ized Mlaricet Mlaster
water, ice free port of Dalny upon the plenipotentiaries chatted and
Smedley to have
been
so
rigid
along
the
coast
for
a
Several Weeks' Illness.
which she lavished her millions, and laughed hike old-time friends. This art, a well known citizen, was today
warrants issued against any person
month
past
by
the
Alabama,
Missisretains only as a commercial road the is regarded as one of the most hope- convicted in the recorder's court on
throwing such articles on the brick
sippi and the federal authorities that
Yesterday forenoon at io:3o o'clock streets. The street
link/ of the raih-oad connecting her ful signs of the times. MI. Witte is the charge of circulating false rumors
hucksters will also
the
denial
of
fever
at
Mi
ississippi
City
after a serious illness of !several weeks have
European possessions with the mar- certainly a very affable statesman. He cf yellow fever in Mobile. Ile was
to cease throwing melon tines
or
elsewhere
was
accepted.
Mrs. Mary Holcomb, wife of Mr. and decayed vegetables
itime provinces upon the Pacific. The speaks no English, hut when he fined $15 or thirty days in jail. Cowon the street.
The family in which the fever first Worth Holcomb,,
died at the family
right to police it with Russian troops passes through the office or corridors art had made the statement that yelThe city is waiting to hear from
appeared
at
Mississippi
City
arrived
low
fever existed in Mobet, and also
residence, 523 South Fifth street. The the street car company aa to what
ot railroad guards is given up, and of the Wentworth he shakes hands
there from New Orleans July 2, ansf deceased was aged
25 years, and with Clear intend to do regarding paying a
it protection will become the duty of with every one in sight. If Witte that quarantine guards could be
the fever is stated to have been in Ms her husband
does not win great popularity while bought for a flask of whisky. He could
had been a resident of portion of the expense to put in a
China
sissippi since the 20th. The family is Paducah several
prove neither charge.
•• he is here, it won't be his fault.
years. She was a concrete fill, on the car line near the
•
that of Major Gee, of Carrollton, Miss member
of the First Baptise church union depot.
The Favorable Weather.
which stopped a week in New Orleans and was htld in
high esteem by all
United Verde copper mines of JeThe weather since the arrival of
JUST AND LASTING PEACE.
The Illinois Central Railroad Comon
their way to Mississippi City. friends. Ins addition to her
rome, Arize• for a controlling interhusband pany has been requested by the board
the plenipotentiaries ha' strangely
There
now
are
eleven
cases,
only
one
Mrs. Holcomb leaves a daughter aged
foilowed the prevailing sentiment as Well-Informed Circles In Paris Be- est in which Senator Clark of Monof public works to put gravel oe the
of which is seriously ill. Trorps have six years and a son aged
four years, street near their tracks on First and
to the outcome. Today was bright
Vreas Paid $26,800, now earns for its drawn a cordon
ginning to Display Optimism.
around
the
infected
and relatives in Mayfield and also iii
owners $600,000 a month, says Wiland cheery. The sun shone gloriSecond streets.
sections, and every effort will be made Bowling Green, some
of whom are
•
ously. It was another page out of
Paris, Aug. 17.—Well-informedcir- liam E. Curtis.
by Surgeon Wasdin, of the Marine expected to attend
the funeral.
tite woraFtaitt weartier nook -fri which cles here display optimism relative to
hospital service, to confine the disease.
New Investment Company.
The funeral will occur this (Friday)
New England has treated her distin- the outcome of the peace conference, ropean powers having interests
there, All the towns on the gulf coast, as afternoon at 3:36 o'clock.
The tlolumbia Investment ComServices at
ghished foreign guests. Last week and general satisfaction is being ex- caused a slight stir.
The French well as the towns on the GnIf & Ship the house conducted
organizaby Rev. Mr. pany is the name of a new
the beat was unbearable, and the plen- pressed with the progress already government is not likely, however,
to ISland road, have slapped on quaran- Cheek, pastor of the First
tion that will shortly be created in
Baptist
ipotentiaries were testy and angry. madle. Although the fundamentkl express an opinion on the subject tines.
church. Interment in Oak Grove cem Paducah. The purpose of the conSaturday was cold and dreary, and questions, including the payment of Until the full effect of the
Japanese
cern is to deal in tea! estate and seete-ry.
it lobked as if a storm would break. the Japanese war expenses and the protectorate becomes known.
curities.
When
Public
Favorably
Impressed.
But it did not, and the fear that ne- cession of the Island of Sakhalin, the peace treaty has been finally ratiArticles of incorpoSaiion will be
The relatively insignificant number AWAITS FATHER'S ANSWER
gotiations would be broken off when have not yet been reached, the rapid- fied and its terms officially communifiled some time in September with
of death.; in the past tvveritysfour
the meeting occurred in the afternoon ity with which the minor points have cated, France will doubtless take
hours, al a' time when it was expect- Alice Roosevelt Is Undecided About a capital stock of $5,000 or more.
aft4 the presentation of the Russian been' settled leads to the belief that steps to protect its interests.
The stockholders of the company,
ed that there would be some increase
Visiting the Chinese Empress.
reply was happily averted. Sunday the conference will eventually fulfill
The Bourse exhibits a strong op- over the maximum figures already reMlanila, Aug. 17.—The Governor will be Dr. J. Q. Taylor, L. 3fL
was fair and bright. Tuesday it the desire of President Roosevelt, ex- timistic spirit regarding the fact4
ported, made a fine impression on General of Hong Kong has invited Rieke, Jr., Wallace Weil, C. W.
stormed, and in the conference-room pressed when he introduced the pleni- that the negotiations were not interthe local peblir, confirming the fre- Secretary of War Taft and the mem- Thompson, Douglas and Emmett
II ' the first unsurtnountable barrier ap- potentiaries in the Mayflower, for "a rupted when the Russian reply was
quently expressed view that the dis- bers of his party to attenit a 'ban- Begby, Hairy Hank, Henry Diehl
pereci—the cession of Sakhalin.
just and lasting peace."
presented as evidence that the con- ease is losing its virulency in contact quet. The members of the party have and others.
YesIkrday afternoon the weather
It is pointed out that the inter- ference is likely to terminate with with
modern forms of treatment. Of answered that they will stay one day
cleared and the plenipotentiaries, course between M. Witte and Baron the signing of a treaty.
the 19 new squares infected 12 are im- at Hong Kong and one night at CanA Scary But Harmless Runaway.
while returning to the hotel, were Klornura during the exchange of views
Commenting upon the results so mediately adjoining squares'previous- ton.
The white pony bel mging to the
treated to the sight of a glorious New regarding those conditions which are far obtained by the conference, the
ly reported infected, showing the very
Miss Alice Roosevelt is undecided itobsrtson Ice Company ran away
England sunset.
already accomplished facts, owing to Temps says:
d of the disease. A list of as to whether she will visit the Chi- with a delivery wagon yesterday aftslight s
The peace plenipotentiaries, who the effects of the military and naval
"All who believe that peace is nec- r8 snap; us cases, reached the Ma- nese Empress at Pekin, and it is be- ernoon, but no material damage re'have alternately sweltered and been operations, cannot fail to induce the essary to both Rsuica and Japan, and
rine hos al officers after the report lieved that she is awaiting 'her fath- sillies!. The animal started from
chilled, shivered and soaked, seemed plenipotentiaries to approach the that Au whole world can only gain
closed, a
were under investigation er's answer to the invitation extended I'S id and Washington streets and
in fine spirits when they started more serious matters with more amic- by thi:Orrmanent disappearance of
fine showing was made by her to visit that phce. '
today,
ran to Robertson's offi,:e, on 'egetaway from the hotel today.
able feelings and a greater readiness the cause of conflict and the danger the physicians. 47 of the
66 cases beBsoadway. At the corner of Second
Most of the Japanese missions to offset rnutual concessions.
to ,the *feral peace, must rejoice at ing reported from their private prac—Quite a crowd went on the Dick art' Broadway the horse in making a
statement
in
Witte,
a
the
•,% were so busy in preparing cables last
in
Mi.
the exii0g disposition shown. All tice. Ten more were reported by the Fcnvler last night to the Temsessee
quick turn fell and shoved along the
night that they were, in consequence. course of an interview to the effect difficitis hive not yet been over- Emergency hospital.
Twenty-two of river bridge. The excursion was un- street head over heels. Several vea little behind the regular hour in that the Korean question would pos- come, but both' sides display a desire the case° were i ri the originally in- der the auspices of the Tenth-street
hicles were struck in the horses mad
etting down stairs this morning. It sibly evoke future trouble. with Eu- to approach them with good will."
fected section. Only s mew foci were Christian church.
run, but nothing serious is reported.

Thought Envoys Will Play
Them By Next Monday.
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TILDEN'S MANSION SCIENCE IS VICTOR

VACANCY IS FILLED

Its Remarkable Construct- Yellow Jack Being Graduion Just Revealed.
ally Routed.

Chas. Crow Appointed Coroner By „Judge Lightfoot.
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PUBLIC EXHIBIT SL•Alti)ON RAIL

DISCR MINATION THE HORSE SHOW

ARRANGEMENTS
'NEW THEORY ADVANCED IN DEATH REAPS HARVEST IN IS THE VERDICT OF THE KEN- FURTHEA
MADF*TO CARRY IDEA
TUCKY RAILROAD COMDISASTERS DURING THE
NEW YORK POLICE
INTO EFFECT.
MISSION
YEAR 1904.
CIRCLES

Do You Want To Rent

NO

Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?

To Reduce Crime, the Idea Is to Re- Interesting Statistics From Annual Against the I. C., L. & N. and L., H. The Exhibitions Will Occur at Night, CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
With Matinees, at the Baseball
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
& St. L Roads—Investigation Is
Report of the Interstate Comturn to the Old-Time
Park.
to Be Asked
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EXmerce Commission.
Stocks.
PERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,
1
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
mitt
the
Frankfort,
Ky.,
The
promoters
and
directors
of
17.—Ten
thouAug.
17.—The
Aug.
Washington,
state
exhi17.—Public
Aug.
New York,
bition in the streets of well-known szincl and forty-six persons were killed railroad commission has recommend- horse show to be held here in October
criminals under arrest is the latest and 84,155 injured on the railways of ed that the petition of the citizens of met last night in the office of the Coin
theory advanced in the theory, found- the United States during 1904. Of the Henderson and Owensboro, contain- inercial club and elected the various MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'
SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
ed as it is on that of the old-time killed 44r and of the injured 9,111 were ing complaint against the Louisville committees for the approaching event.
DEPARTMENT.
Illinois
marked
Nashville,
meeting
was
with
en&
Central,
LouisThe
stocks will be successful if adhered passengers, or one killed out of every
a
to, is the opinion of all who have 1,622,267 carried, and one injured out ville, Henderson & St. Louis, be re- thusiasm on the part of each person
ferred
the
interstate
to
present,
the
feeling
that
was
commerce
corn
and
with
oi every 78,523 carried.
heard it.
These figures are given in the annu- mission. The complaint is based on prevalent there is no •doubt but what
McCauley, in
Captain
Acting
Charge of the detective bureau, al report of the interstate commerce The allegation that rates given by these the horse show will be a grand and
brought up the matter at police cemmiseion for 1904, issued Wednes- rcads discriminate against Owensboro glorious success.
-Ttre-exec tittve-crirrnntttee seetted
headquarters, when nine men, arrest- day. The report shows that al the end and Henderson in favor- of-tEsranevitte
In
its
brief
of
the
case
railroad
the
was
as follows: J. M. Lang, George C.
297,073
miles
of
of
there
were
1904
wirein
a
supposed
before
ed the day
Wallace, A. J. Decker and Richard
tapping game, were marched before raiiroad in the United States owned commission says in part:
"The commission is of the opinion Rudy.
the detective fierce. From police by 2,104 railway corporations. Of this
Do you want a first class Job by an
Those who were selected on the
headquarters the prisoners were taken number 1,086 maintained operating that defendants are violating the
to the West Side - creel for a hear- accounts, 848 being classed' as inde- fourth section of the act to regulate committee to prepare a program for
expert workman? If you do take
ing. To the men in charge -of them pendent operating roads and 238 as intersitate commerce, in that they, in the meeting were: J. M. Lang, chairsubsidiary roads. During the year connection with the Cumberland Gap man; John W. Keller, 0. I- Gregory
it to
be said:
"On your way to court take these companies owning 5,600 miles of line Dispatch and their various connecting and Richard Rudy.
Tom Lovelace ie corresponding
men up Broadway and show them as were reorganized, merged, consolidat- carriers, notably, the Baltimore &
much as possible to all persons in the ed, etc. The length of mileage operat Ohio Southwestern; the Chicago, In- secretary and Ben Frank recording
street. Let everybody see them, and ed by receivers June 30, 1904, was 1,- dianapolis & Louisville; the Cleveland, secretary. There will be a number of
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, and other committees selected, but the two
if anyone asks who they are tell all 23 miles. The number of roads in
224 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky.
the
Pennsylvania railroads, charge, col named are most important and will
and
at
the
hands
of
28,
receivers
was
confidence
ahoy them. Say they are
lect
and
receive
greater
compensation
have
charge
of
the
different
matters
the
of
the
previous
year
27.
close
men and wire-tappers; tell their
for the transportation of freight to pertaining to the show until the pronames and give all the information
and from tbIlew York, N. Y.; Bresons gram has been arranged and presented
Increase in Equipment.
you have about them."
4.444.4,4.4444.4wH444-.14-1-4-i-H-1.4.•4.44.11.4.1-4.444144414+11.4444.44441
Mass.; Philadelphia, Pe.; Baltimore, to the members of the association, and
the
of
the
in
service
There
were
under
that,
Captain HcCauley said
ltd.; Richmond, Va.; Norfolk, Va., this will be done at the meeting next
the present system by which crimi- railways 46,743 locomotives, the inand
all other points, taking same rates Thursday night.
2,872.
The
number
crease
being
total
to
which
nals find loopholes through
to and from Owensboro and HenderIt was decided to select three young
escape the law, he thought preven- of cars, excludve of those owned by
son,
that
Ky.,
than
charged
for
similadies
from each of the surrounding
private
1,798,561,
an
in
companies,
was
prethat
tion better than cure, and
lar services to and from Evansville, towns to act as sponsors and assist
vention could best be obtained by al- crease of 45,172. Of these 39,752 were
Ind., on a like kind of traffic, under the lady members of the city in doing
lowing all persons to become famil- in the passenger service and 1,692,194
substantially similar circumstances all they can to draw a large crowd, be
iar with the names and faces of crim- in the freight work. Practically all of
and conditions for the short haul to sides they will assist in the entertaininals, so that all would learn to avoid !the passenger locomotives and cars
were equipped with air brakes and au- and from Owensboro and Hendereon, nient of visitors.
them'
Ky., than that charged to and from
The horse show will last two days
On the way to the West 'Side court, tomatic couplers. The same was true
Evansville, Ind., a greater distance and will be held at the Vieball park.
Captain TsecCauley's orders were well of freight cars.
over the same line,
, and in the same All the performances All take place
carried out. The distance was too ' The number of persons on the pay
direction, the shorter being included, at night with the exception of matgreat to be walked, so the patrol rolls June 30, 1904, was 1,296,121, or
within the longer distance. The com- inees for the children in the afterwas slowly 611 per too miles of line. -The wages
wagon carrying them
mission is further of the opinion that noon.
driven up Broadway. Whenever it and salaries for the year amounted to
the said defendants and said connectSpecial seats will be constructed to
was compelled to stop from conges- $817,598,810.
ing
carriers are violating Sections 1, accommodate the people as it is
tion of traffic, full information about
2 andi 3 of said act to regulate com- thought that the present seating cathe prisoners was given to all inquir- ROCKEFELLER PARADES
merce,
in that the adjustment of rates pacity on the ground" will be inadeBAREFOOTED ON LAWN.
•
ers.
and
the
amounts charged, collected quate to acommodate the enormous
in
kMb.gistrate Mayo held the men
received
for the transportation of throng that is anticipated.
and
$5co bail each for furthet examina- Oil King, Clad Only in Bathrobe,
commodities
to and from said points
Electric lights will be arranged on
Kneipp
Cure.
Tries
the
tion. This was on the request of
Of Paductith, Kentucky.
to Evansville, Ind., and Owensboro the grounds so as to have plenty of
Acting Captain Schulurn, of the West
discriminaand
Henderson,
Ky.,
are
a
Cleveland,
RockAug.
17.--J0hn
D.
Forty-seventh street station, who
Capital and Surplus $115/5,000
As soon as the program has been
tion in favor of said Evansville, Ind.,
wade the arrest. He told the court efeller has decided to try the Kneipp as against
Owensboro
said cities of
prepared and accepted the advertishis detectives were confident tihey cure. After science and medicine and Henderson, Ky., and in that the ing committee
will begin to advertise
could connect these- men with a se- have failed to restore his health, he rate charged,
the big horse show very extensively. ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
O. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
received
collected
and
nature
for
relief,
and
on
has
turned
to
ries of wire-tapping swindles which
for
the
transportation
of
commodities
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
recently had netted losses amounting Wednesday he took his first "treat- to and from both Trunk Line and Cen
Transacts
all
regular
banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
to many thousands.of dollars to a ment."
It was soon after dawn, when the tral Freight Association Territory are
few victims.
in
and
of
themselves
unjust
and
per
cent
per
annum
on
untirne
certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
lawn was still wet with dew, that Mr.
reasonable
discriminate
and
unjustly
Rockefeller was seen to come from
proof vault for rent at 43 to lizo per year as to size. You carry your owe
PLOT TO GAIN MILLION
of his Forest Hill against Owensboro and Henderson,
BY MURDER AND FRAUD. the kitchen door
ANNOYING
TO
FRANCE WHICH key and no one but yourself has access.
home. Around his form he drew a and give to Evansville and territory
GROWS MORE RESTLESS.
contiguous thereto and undue and unchill
bathrobe
the
and
shivered
as
Milwaukee Woman Seeks Valuable
morning air toyed about his bare feet. reasonable preference and advantage "
Estate Left. by Father.
Pluming boldly on, Mk. Rockefeller
Loan Negotiated With Sultan Revives
FIRST VISIT IN ep YEARS.
Milwaukee, Aug. 17.—Mrs. Frank ealke-d over the grass, apparently not
Feeling That SerOQS Difficulty
caring
who
saw
-hint
Possibly
he
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
G. Curtis, of this city, is said to be in
Rev. Pender Visits Old Home—Young
May Follow.
would
thought
that
hotir
the
early
unearthing
mother,
her
Colorado with
Man Loses His Roll.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a', new
what she claims to be a conspiracy ricvent curious eyes from prying, but
I.e
milkman,
neglected
to
count
on
the
The
fraud.
commit
to murder and
Rev. J. T. Pensier, of Pittsburg, Pa
London, Aug. 17.—Germany"s offi- managesnent, for guests at. the
victim was the father of Mrs. Curtis, the news carrier' and a few belated pe- has been in the
city a day or so visit- cial announcement from Fez that the
their
way
destrains,
on
who
stopped
ownthe
was
Murphy,
who
one John
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
ing his old friends, says the Mayfield contract for a loan negotiated with
er of valuable properties in that to witness the spectacle.
Messenger.
He
came
to
this
county
Although Mr. Rockefeller was once
the Sultan under the auspices of
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
state in the "'cis. Murphy left his
about thirty years ago and was among Count Tattenbach-Ashold, the head
wife with two children in Chicago, a barefooted boy, his feet had long the first ntinisters of the
Episcopal of the German Mission to Fez, has
and she was taken back to ber home grown tender by their incasement in Methodist church that
ever
came been signed, revives the feeling in
modern
footwear,
and
he
was
heard
in Nova Scotia by her father. In 1871
down into this country. He was a London that Genmany and France
once
or
twice
to
as
murmur
"Ouch!"
husband's
her
Dawson Springs, Kentucky:
she received word of
brilliant young preacher and made may yet get into serious difficulty
•
death and letters from Colorado say- lie stepped upon rough. places. This many friends for himself in
those days over Morocco. It is noted that
ing the property he left was of little convinced the interested spectators whose friendship has
Cemetery
Work
Use
Vaults,
Monuments
and
General
For
lasted until the French opinion is becoming daily
value and advising her not to come that Mr. Rockefeller was not walking present.
in
his
deep,
as
was
suggeeted
by
a
more restless, owing to rumors of
marMurphy
Mrs.
Soon
after
West.
Twenty-nine years ago, he engaged German
aggression.
Englishmen,
ried a man named Woodman. Some cabman who. stopped to witness the in a religious debate
at Benton with think that the situation demands an
performance.
investigation
said,
an
is
later,
it
time
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
After half an hour's vigorous exer- the Rev. W. L. Butler, of the Chris- official avows) of the Kaiser's policy.
disclosed that shortly after Murphy's
cise Mr. Rockefeller returned to his tian church. Since that time he has They fear that unless Germany shortBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSas
woman,
posing
and
man
death a
room. Beads of perspiration stood on spent many years in the West and otht- ly gives some proof of fidelity to
AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not beMurphy and his wife, went to lawyers
URE
his brow and his lace was a ruddy col- er places and is now one of the moot the letter and spirit of the agreement
in New York and had his properties
dark
and discolored.
come
sifted
platform lecturers on the stage. of Jdly 8, which contemplated an intransferred to others, and to be now or. He appeared in excellent spirits He ha scharge of
fine
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
Pittschurch
in
scorned
and
to
enjoy
the
exercise.
ternational solution of the Moroccan
living and of national prottnnence.
burg, but thinks he will perhaps take question within certain limits, France
Murphy, it is stated, always had a
charge of a church in Cincinnati be- will lose confidence in the good faith
!bodyguard with him, for fear of be- DUNNE PROPOSES TO
fore the end of the year.
BUILD
NEW
LINES
of Berlin, as Japan finally lost confiing tilled. Six years ago one of these
SOLE AGENT, r600 TRIM B LE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
dence in the good faith of St. Petersdiecksat
man,
young
then
a
guards,
Mr. Vic Allen, son of Mr. Gabe Al- burg, and. that then the French gov
Chicago
Mayor
Has
Plan
for
IndeTruckee, Nev. In his strong box
len, of this city, left here a few days
pendent Traction System.
element, after the fashion of the Japwere found many of Murphy's papers,
ago for California. He left with. over
anese government, "will cake indeincluding a will leaving all his estate
560o in cash, and railroad passes from pendent action to safeguard` its interChicago,
Aug.
17.—Mayor
Dunne
parents,
and
daughters
and
to his two
here to his destination. Before belied
ests."
showing that he was a millionaire. CEA placed before the local transporta- gone half his journey,
(Incorporated.)
he was robbed
There also was memoranda of large tion committee his plan for an inde- of his money and railroad transportapendent
traction
system
to
cost
$25,General Cartage Business,
deposits of money with the WellsDo Not Admit Claims
tion, and was left stranded between
Fargo people. Many of the people 000,000 to be built on contract by here and there.
Englishmen do not admit the claim
Office
that the proposed loin is purely a Superior Facilities for
implicated are now prominent in poli- friendly financiers and run by trustees
until
paid
for
with
5
per
cent
interest
West.
life
in
the
social
tics and
private matter. They contend that Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroel
INSURANCE CONTROL.
by its own earning, et- by the city.
when German bankers lend money to
Preparini to urge tire breaking off
Both 'Phones ill
the Sultan of Morocco on the securi- And Household Goods.
HURT IN ST. LOUIS STORM.
of negotiations with the present com- Roosevelt Discusses Federal Regulatransaction
ty
of
the
landed
estates
tion With Senator Dryden.
panies, and the construction of the
Oyster Bay, N. Y. ,Aug. 17.—Feder- inevitably carries German politics
Sudden Darkness Is Followed by De- independent line at mike, the mayor
into Morocco, and gives the Fatherstructive Gale of Wind.
professed confidence he would be up- al court supervision of life insurance
land a position in that empire inconcompanies
was
discussed
at
ta
conheld by the committee.
sistent with all Germany's official utference
between
President
Roosevelt,
St. Louis, Aug. 17.—A score of perChairman Werner made a statement
terances
on the subject. Englishmen
Senator
Dryden
of
Jersey,
New
and
sons were injured more or less seri- concerning the last conference beously in this city and East St. Louis tween the mayor and the traction offi- Jainles MI Beck, attorney for the also refuse to accord validity to the
Wednesday in a violent wind and rain cials, which he attended. He declared Mlutual Life Insurance Company. German assertion that the negotiastorm which followed ten minutes of there apparently was 'no basis on Senator Dryden said he and Mr. Beck tions now culminating began before
Accident, Life, Liability, SteamlBoilersadden darkness. Many were injured which 'it was possible for the mayor had come to Oyster Bay in the hope the agreement of July 8 was concludby falling roofs, and one person was and the companies, to make further of devising a plan whereby his meas- ed. They take the ground that if
ure pending in the Senate new be the Kaiser's purposes are really pahurt in a stairway crush, during a progress in negotiations.. t
cific, as he has taken pains to assure
enacted into a law in some form.
rabic in an office building. The wind
Europe they are, he should call a halt Office Phone 369.
While
no
official
caused widespread damage.
announcement
was
Residence Phone 726
ICING TO MEET EMPEROR.
made, there is ample authority for in the proceedings in Morocco, which
Huntington, %V. Va., Aug.
Three children of Enos Adkins, of Meeting Between Edward and Wil- the statement that President Roose- seem to suggest an attempt to convelt will discuss the question of in- front the international -conference
Ranger, were drowned and greet dam
liam Has Been Arranged.
surance
in his forthcoming message with accomplished facts favorable to
property
loge to
was done in that secNew York, Aug. 17.—An interview
tion by storms and floods Tuesday between Emperor WlIliam and King to congress in the light of develop- Germany's case before the conferees.
right.
Edward will take place when the ments in the lust six mInnths. That
President- Roosevelt, in a letter to
King is returning home after the cure be will recommend the enactment a
convention of the 'National Nethe
legislation
federal
suproviding
for
'After searching for nine years over in Nearienhad, says a TiVettP dispatch
York,
three continents for the murderer of from Berlin. The interview is said pervision of interstate insurance gro Business League in New
black
the
hope
of
the
self-help
is
says
We Write Anything in Insurance
there
is
This
no
doubt.
room
for
his father, an Italian finds on Black- by the correspondent to have been
solution of the race
well's Island, New York, the man he arranged through the friendly offices would be in line with the recommen- men and the
Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
Office 306 Broadway
problem,
dations of hi, last message,
believes to have coormitted the crime, of Emperor Francis Joseph.
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THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

MOROCCAN RUMOR

New Century Hotel

Price Bros. ec

GREEN RIVER STONE

Joim S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

Paducah Transfer Company

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co
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NOTICE OF SALE Thousands of Women GROWS IN FAVOR re*...444
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BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
PROPOSED CONFEDERATE ME
8101110114 of Lydia E. Plokbam's Vegetable
COMMISSIONER SEPT. it.
MORTAL MONUMENT IS
Compound Rests Upon the Fact that It
POPULAR MOVE
1114
Really Does Make Sick Women Well
In the Circuit Court of the United
•
States for the Western District
Thousands upon thousands of AmeriOf Kentucky.
can women have been restored to Now Hope Is to Increase the Amount
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaFirst Suggested and Have
People's Bank of Wilkesbarre, Pa., ble Compound. Their letters are on file
Handsome Stone.
In
Mrs. Pinkham's office, and prove this
Trustee, Complainant,
statement to be a fact and not a mere
boast.
People's • Independent
Telephone
Overshadowing indeed is the success
lDr. D. G. Murrell, chairman of
4
Company, Defendant.
of this great medicine, and compared
the soliciting committee to obtains
Toq NE*
•
with
it
all
other
medicines
and
treatNotice is hereby given thet pursu•
funds for the erection of a monument
ment,
for
women
are
experiments.
MOLINE
ant to and by virtue of a decree in
Why has Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege- to be dedicated to the Confederate
the above entitled cause, by the above table Compound
eccompliehed its wide- men and women, stated yesterday
-42rf.dow
entitled court, Hon. Walter Evans, spread results for good?
that .nothing has yet been done reJudge, dated July 3, 1905, I, the unWhy has it lived and thrived and garding it. However,
before many
dersigned,
Special
Commissioner, done its glorious work for a quarter of days he...will
call a meeting of the
century?
a
will sell at public auction to the highSimply and surely because of its ster- committee when suggestions will be
est and best bidder, upon ehe terms
ling worth. The reason no other med- heard regarding the best plans to be
hereinafter stated, at the county court icine has even approached its success
devised to raise the necessary amount.
botree door, in McCracken county, Is plainly and positively because there
The Daughters of the Confederacy
Is
olKentucky,
no
other medicine in the world so
Mate
in the city of Paof
the city have in their treasury
ducah, at noon on the 'oh day of good for women's ills.
about $3oo, which they propose to
•
The
wonderfill
power
of
Lydia
E.
September, 1905, the same being the
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF
turn over to the committee for the
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
feat day of the McCracken county the diseases of womankind is notover
NEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND A SK THE PUBLIC TO CALL AND
be- monumental fund.
court, as an entirely and as one prop- cause it is a stimulant—not because it is
INSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILL
It has been decided that a more
erty, and not in separate parcels, all a palliative, but simply beca,nse it is
PAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON,
monument
will
costly
and
elaborate
and singular the property of the de- the most wonderful tonic and reconWE, ALSO. HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SURbe erected than to cost $1,000, as soli
ever
discovered
structor
to
act
directly
fendant, slid Ficople's Independent
RIES,
RUN-ABOUTS,SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS
Adjutant
Inc.
upon.
first
determined
uterine
system, positively
• Telephone company,'hereinafter more upon the
OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN
CURING disease and displacements and V. Grief, of J. T. Walbert Camp of
specifically described and all the right, restoring health and vigor.
THE CITY.
the U. C. V., stated yesterday that
title, interest and equity of redempMarvelous cures are reported from the size of the monument would deWE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,
tion of 'mid People's Independent all parts of the country by women who
SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
pend
funds
,
amount
entirely
of
on
the
Telephone CA., in and to said prop- have been cured, trained nurses who
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
have witnessed cures, and physicians obtained. "If we succeed in getting
erty, described as follows, towit:
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
who have recognized the virtue In $2,oco, of course a monument to cost
'Being all the property, real and Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- rhat much will be built" said Mr.
personal, and wheresoever situated, pound, and are fair enough to give *Grief.
of said People's Independent Tele- credit where it is due. If physichins
There is scarcely doubt but what
phone Co., being party of the first dared to be frank and open, hundreds any reasonable amount can be seacknowledge
would
that
them
they
of
part, whether in possession, remainconstantly prescribe Lydia E. Pink- cured without any extra exertion.
or reversion, or in action, and ham's Vegetable Compound in severs The soliciting committee which is
now owned or hereafter to be ac- eases of female ills, as they know by composed of the following, will leave
+.+I I
quired, all the telephones, telephone experience that it will effect a cure.
no stone unturned to secure a handpainful
with
troubled
who
are
Women
lines, telephone exchanges and syssome amoupt: Dr. D. G. Murrell,
temsi, now belonging to or hereafter or irregular menstruation, backache, chairntan; J. E. Potter, Joe Ullnean,
bloating (or flatulence), leucorrhcea,
to be acquired by said Telephone falling, inflammation or ulceration
of B. H. Scott, R. MI Merles, Dr. J. R.
company under its present or any the uterus. ovarian troubles, that Coleman, Geo. C. Wallace, Saunders
we future corporate powers'; ad fran- "bearing-down" feeling, dizziness, Fow)er and Ed. P. Noble.
•
chises, granted by the city of Padu- faintness. indigestion, nervous prosPaducah should have a very fine
imtake
blues,
should
the
tration,
or
cah, Ky., privileges, rights, easemediate action to ward off the serious monument, considering the number
up, nts, licenses, poles, wires, conduits, consequences
SOLE AGENT FOR
and be restored to health of people who enlisted and the promicables, batteries, switchboards, appa- and strength by taking Lydia E. Pink- nent part Paducah took in the civil
LUZERNE COAL,
ratus, appliances, tools, implements, ham's Vegetable Compound. Anyway,
4
war. )
material, supplies, office furniture write to Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn. Maas.,
and fixtures now owned or hereaf- for advice. It's free and always belgotai.
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack.
FOR "DUAL TARIFF."
ter to be acquired by said telephone
ef company—the cheapest and heal
company: all other machinery equipAUGUST DELIVERY.
ment to and chattel property of every be accepted at said oak for less than Reciprocity Supporters Will Hereafter excursion out of Paducah.
Contend.
kind and nature, used in connection $7.5,oco.00 and unless the purchaser
with its telephone exchanges and shall, when the property is struck
Chicago, Aug. 17.—"Dual tariff- in
system* and now owned or hereafter down to him, at once pay and deliver
LUMP
probability is the war cry that will
all
to
said
commiesioner
on
account
of
telephone
to be acquired by said
for
Skates
the
ring
United
through
EGG
company. and all its tolls, rents, in- his purchase, the sum of $5,000.00 in
come, chose, in a:tion, claims and a certified check, payable to John R. some years to come instead of the faNUT
demands of every kind and descrip- Puryear, clerk of said court. And the miliar call for reciprocity.
passage
the
slogan
means
new
The
remainder
of
said
purchase
money
to
hereafter
tion, now owned by it or
tariff
be acquired; and including not only shall, .within twenty days from the of "maximum and minimum"
It is a trip of pleasure, motion AR
811[8
establishment
of
permitting
the
law,
confermation
such
sale,
or
of
said
every
rights
of
ani
property
all its
table;
and
rest;
good
good
reciprocal
service,
trade
friendrelations
with
Sind in the city of Paducah, county further time as the court may allow
of McCracken, in the state of Ken- on application of the purchaser for ly foreign countries by vote of con- good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at s p. tn.
tucky, but all its property right and good cause shown, complete the pay- gress.
Alvin H. Sanders, chairman of the i
rights, real, penional and nixed, tan- ment of the entire amount of the purother information apply to Jae
For
opened)
•gible and intangible, wheresoever chase money. Said special commis- executive committee of the national Koger, Superintendent;
Frank L
situated, now owned or hereafter to sioner will then make, execute and reciprocity conference, which
Brown,
'eeetest.
its
two
deers'
Illinois
session
at
the
deliver to said purchaser or pureesbe acquued.
theater this morning, is credited with
Also the property known as the era a died to said properties as in
'Alexander system of telephones, same said decree provided, the plaintiff origniating the war cry. Mr Sanders
being lines, exchanges and poles in and the People's Independent Tele- broached .his suggestion to a few
the counties of Crittenden, Union. phone company to execute and deliv- frien4s after the word reciprocity had
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the er, under the direction of the said received some rough handling on the
Highest price paid for second-laand
state of Kentucky; and also the fol- special commissioner, the convey- floor of the convention, and it met approval
among
the
respectively,
delegates.
ances
executed
by
them
lowing extensions of lines, from the
It is considered now probable that
City of Paducah to the Marshall coun- by way of confirmation and for the
the
reciprocity conference will close
or
purchaser
of
title
to
insurance
the
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oak, in McCracken county, and to purchasers, Phis, its or their assigns, its sessions by resolving itself into th•
Smithland, in Livingston county, of all and singular, the mortgage dual tariff league.
Kentucky, including submarine ca- property and premises and every part
Buy anything and tell everything
and parcel thereof, of every kind
SLIMY TRAIL OF SCANDAL.
ble across Tennessee river.
218-220 Court st: Old phone 1311
•
description and Wherever situatAl-o the following described real and
sold by Leads to Demand for the Resignation
be
directed
to
hereby
ed.
estate with improvements thereon,
commissioner; and a lien will be
of La Crosses City Engineer.
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the east said
retained in said deeds to further seside of Soueli Fifth street between
payment of the unpaid purLaCrosse, Wis.., Aug. 17.—The LaBroadway and Kentucky avenue, for- core the
price.
chase
crosse city council, by a unanimous
Moving wagon in connection.
merly Come street, described a3
In witness whereof I hereunto sign vote, has demanded the resignation of
this the 8th day of July, City Engineer Frank C. Powell, and
(Beginning at a point in the east my hand
EMMET W. BAGBY,
Geo. W. Oliver. PADUcAH REAL ESTATZ. WESTERN
has given him until August 20 to re- W. Mike Oliver.
1905.
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
KENTUCKY FARMS. E.A.sf
Commissioner.
Benton, Ky.
Special
Paducah, Ky.
sign
or. subject himself to impeach1110FITHLY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
seventy-three feet and three inches
CAMPBELL,
Thos B. McGregory,
tnient. Powell is charged with being
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
(t73 ft. 3 in.) from the southeast CAMPBELL & Complainant
Benton, Ky.
Solicitors for
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NEAR DEATH'S DOOR.

MENEM'
Oxidation Last Night of Charles Jetton, of Murray.

oa1htyoI
ong after

Chan Jetton, the attorney, was hare
ly alive last night at -Murray. His con
dition has affected him so that he is
dr-brim:is most of the time All hope
Las been abandoned and it is only a
natter of tin e until the lain opark of
life is gone. -He is about se years of
age sad has a wife and two children.
lle is an excellent attorney and had a
bright fulure before Sim.
Mr. Jetton W 4 formerly city attorney of Murray and exceedingly popu•
- beff"ww•-• '

Mgr.
TeL 756.
ind dell,re in the
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+mita a.Big Engine.

RT.
lit order In tele a big engine, No.
Fin before purchasing twenty-five of
the locomotives, tire I C. yesterday
prepared a train of %non tons and had
it planed to Princeton. The engine is
larger than any at present in use by
the I. C and if the test proves satisfactory the road will give an order for
the manufacture of 25 engines. They
are all to be of the Soo class. If the
run is not satisfactory the grade will
be cut down from here to Princeton.
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fEW BERTH FOR LOCILMIS.

DIED IN MEMPHIS.

FUGITIVE MAYOR LOCATED. ITWELVE MEN ARE
PROMISED NEW RESOR1
KILLED IN LANDSLIDE.
—
nes as Assistant Secretary of body of Mrs. Will Ellis Brought Here Paterson's
Embezzling Chief Execu—
Company
to
Buy
State to Take Diplomatic Post.
and _Improve _the
for Burial.
tive on the Way to Honolulu.
Heavy Rains Soften the Earth and
Echo Springs Property.
Tons of Limestone Fall.
pringtield, 0., Aug. 17.—Francis
The body of Mrs. Will Ellis, who
Paterson, N. J., Aug. 17.—Public
,
The 'and on which Echo Spring s, in
B. Loomis, assistant Secretary of (tied at 9:3o o'clock Wednesday even- Prosecutor
Emley, of this city, hastyAllentown, Pa., Aug. 17.—A mass Livingston county, is located wil
tate, was shown the report from ing at her home in Memphis, arrived
I be
idence that Mayor William H. Belcher of limestone, weighing thousands of
converted into a•veritable sununei reLerlox, Mass., that Col. W. C. San- .htre at i :so o'clock this morning and for
whom a warrant for embezzle- tons, slid from a side of the quarry of
sort. The property is owned by Dr.
was to be made assistant secre- nas carried to the home of her sister, merit
has been issued, .ailed from San Mill A., of the Lehigh Portland CeS. B. Caldwell, of this city, but Mr.,
tar r of state when Mk. Root assumes Mrs. Aia I I i e Burroughs. Inn South Francisco
Saturday, August 5. With nient company at Ormrod at noon yes
G. W Landrum, of Srnithland, has
the portfolio.
Fourth street. Besides a sister and the co-operation of the federal
and
just five minutes before time been granted a 90 days option on the
Ir. Loomis made a statement in husband sihe is survived by a brother, state governments, which Mr. Emley terday,
to quit work. Twentyneven men were land. During this time
Mr. Landruin
wh s-ir he for rhe first time indicates Mr. 'Will Sweeney, of the city. The has already asked, be hopes ni arrest
at
work in the quarry, which is a sill negotiate for a stock corn-pan y to
his intention to resign from the State cause of her death was paralysis.
the fugitive when the steamer touches
thousand feet long,15o feet across and be organized and purchase the ei tire
partment He also said that upon
The funeral will be conducted at 12 at Honolulu. The authorities at Hon- Too feet deep.
tract of land and convert it inn a
lea ring his present positsop he ex- o'clock this morning from the St. olulu have been notified and are on
The heavy rains of the last two days beautiful health resort.
peets to be given a diplomatic post, Frances de Sales church followed by the kokout for birn While the prosIt is the intention to begin t ad),
hut that at present he has no idea to interment at Mt. Carmel cemetery.
ecutor declined to give the details lead had softened the earth and caused the
slide of rock. The fallen mass left a next season And extensively
it court he will be assigned.
advn tise
The deceased formerly lived here, inn up to the location of the missing smooth, near
perpendicular wall, ris- it.
moving to Memphis about three years !rayon he is tratisfied that within a inn sheer
one hundred feet above the
.
IRWAY TO BE A REPUBLIC ago, where her husband is night fore- week Belcher will be under arrest•
bottom of the quarry, while the entire
Suites
Filed
Yesterday.
The defalcations with which the
man of the Illinois Central yards. Mr.
quarry floor was covered with broken,
Ellis was
formerly night
charged are now estimated
foremang
of mayor is
j
PI n to Platte Prince Charles, of Den
a
g
ed rcck. Only, nine of the men got
to amount to about $117,coo.
the local I. C. yards.
Mrs. Mary E. Allison, adminii tramark, on the Throne Fails.
away Aare, four of whom escaped by
trix of the estate of the late H. C Alrunning up a mass of rock at the op- nsom.
has filed suits in the dr cuir
Darky Shootir Arrested.
lerlin, Aug. i7 --The plan supportChild Dies.
prisite side of the quarry.
court against J. &rooks Watson for
Detectives Moore and Baker last
.' I of .
!A chin
Ma-. and Mrs. Clarence
by Great Britain for Prince Charles
The remaining eighteen were bud- Stay alleged
due on a note. Anotiter
De
ark to ascend the Norwegian night arrested a negro named, Will i ngrain. in 1637 H arrison street, died died in a space ten feet
square, twelve suit has been filed by Mrs. All 90'11
nne has failed, according to inform-- Jackson, who is wanted in Crockett yesterday of dysentery. It was 17 of whom were
killed and six injured. against Robert Hughes
and R. H.
in received here from Crlienhalltn• county. Tenn, to annwer for shooting months old. The funeral will occur Two of the
latter may die. All of the Dale for elm alleged
t expectatkns is that Norway Ann with intent to kill. Jackson may be at to o'clock this morning
due on a 1 ot••
and inter- men are Slavonians, who live in shan.and asks the coon to sell a mule ;held
sent forward today.
ment at Oak Grove.
'Mash a republic.
t:es close to the parry.
a; qecurity for the debit.

‘
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Only 14 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.

Best Kentucky Lump 11 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

C. M. BUDD, Manager
Second and Ohio Streets.
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JUNGLE "INFAIR," ANIMAL PSICIIOLOGI swrrca

14 Ult IfUUSELENPERB,
No. of Information' oertarissins
ca'oaary Department.-44sme
lfxcellent Dishes.

Se
M A"COUNTY la southern bornois.
4
LI lead than •decade ago thee still re.
mauled a rural section which the people ia
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of mintsmely handed down frotn a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by impassableroads and covered with dense
timbers The 'jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon eon.
rayed the family to church on Sundaes whea
the people on the prairie rod* la "spring
wagons" or owned buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is still
freanant4 seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aidi;
The lights streaming through the ciao small
window showed such decorations en the
walls as a shotgun and title, the horn powget flask rind hunting pouch, and trophies
if the hunt, while on winter•evenings the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire
piam threw shadows in and out among the
festoonsof onions, a dried pumpkin, and
"middlires" suspendeelfram the rafters.
The house in which Mater Lane was tiers
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of he "jungle." Here she grew to woman
hood with no wider experience with the ord.
side world than the weekday walk to the
&serest village, and an annual journey to the
county seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the sr..
of six, when she must trudgn each day lee
Ie miles to the district school. But sehoel
days in the "jungle" were soon over, theboys
getting the most of the "schoolin' because
the girls married and had no use for it.
There wore no bachelor maids in the "jam
gle." Marriage was a certainty about which
there could be no doubt.
Bilker Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" celled a "good, smart girl." it
was expected she would make a good mate!.
le the .one /*kin* /kg loco, picteresqus
atm some of its heighboin it was because
Resters hand trained the morning glare
vines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy hole+
hocks and prevails feathers
Tin pans
and nails shone nowhere elm with suck
brightness and luster as they did en that
beach outside the kitchen door. Besides
/inter had pieced more patchwork quilt.
en the long winter evenings than any other
girl in he "jengle," where a feather bed
and bedding and a cow was the dowry every
bride , was expected to bring to her hue
band.
Hester had her choice between Swaim
BIndsoe's son William and "Jim" Oilllaa
whose father sae the big land ovum is
the "jangle" and could set off ten scree
for the young people to start out with. Being a prndeneminded young woman, Has.
ter took "Jim" Lad the wedding day was
set for Octorber.
Squire Bledsoe, who had "tied the knot"
la every marriage ceremony which bad
taken place in the "fungi," for s decade.
'dictated, and supplemeated the
wtt5. owl solemn advice as he d=g
necessary for the Tows( people to take. •
welding in the "june" was •quiet *Rats,
t=elebratios being the "mlair" on the
day, whoa the =huaband took
khrbetile to his father's
Mae and proud Hester looked as she
sat beside "Jim," an the frost seal of the
sow wages la her "unfair" tress of "sky
delaina." trimmed with white is.. am
the relies, and her last seems'. hat ro
lacerated with fresh ebbs* hews. This
wain away coetame reerseeeted the savings
es the ale of ocso and better above the
family groceries for many weeks. It wee
"handmade," too, a 'swing machine not
I
f=0[141 cd the laxuries of the Less
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Ottostions Suggested by the Pica.
liar Habits of Raccoons.

GIRLS TEE? LOYD,

• Skagelar trestle* That Is ladelgesdi
In by dome Young "'soul. in
Peansyleaala.

1111 RzvRNoI OP AllniAL11
Phu linaleasamt ematiment Memo l.
P. Well Deveheped tie Demo
of Them.

Aluminum is now being used rim
At Shamokin, Pa., some queer meA number of authentic anecdotes
sensively as a meter sal for toilet artifonts have survived the march of prog- have been collected by Le Tour du
cles. It has advantages over elects
Spinions of a Southern Obseseeir s. ress among the Poles and Russians. Monde to illustrate the fact that the
being light in weight and never
the Way° of tike-Yeirmitigly
Ckne of theme observances is "switch- sentiment of revenge is very well dm
tarniahing, while it costs leas and can
tug day." It is a favorite day for veloped in some animals. Everybode
tslalgent Little Demises.,
be treated in an equally artistic manbashful lowers, for swiftness of limb, knows that elephants, for example
of the Woods,
ner, says Boston Budget..
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap- have long memories *hen they are
With a can of deviled ham one can
near/mai psychology is to be studied, tures the eel's* of the oommunity, subjected to treatment that lihrte
work wonders sometimes if one has
see, in Paris," said an observant siers an eastern exchange,
their feelings. Capt. Shipp., of the
t reliable cue to begin operations.
For days the man has been in train. French army, discovered this fact to
*Oren recently, according to the
For instance, have a small CUD of it
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and Lug for the run cif his life, while the his sorrow aix weeks after he had
and mix it through two gills of cream
the scientist, are. guing_Its take the maids adjure corsets and rub lini- given an elephant a sandwich sprinwhipped stiffly. Add, to this, too, •
subject up in a systematic 'way. That ment on their kneecaps *eery night kled with cayenne pepper. The caprill of consomme in which is dieFinally the tain had almost forgotten the inciIs a good plan. It is a broad field, and ere wooing slumber.
solved half an ounce or even less
research along these lines viii no morning of "switenhilng day" arrives. dent whed he next saw the animal
gelatine. Put this into paper cases
doubt be productive of much interest- The man sees be/ore histeali the maid- and attempted to caress him: but the
at into little china molds and set
ing data. Heretofore what sciratista ens of his village. He may take his elephant, recognizing the practical
en ice for as long a time as Itemshave said along this line, and in fact pick. All he must do is to catch and joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
stir'', or longer, and unmold when
all they have learned, has been of a switch and chick with water the one of dirty water from a puddle near-by
serving.
iu he and diffused it over the ofizcer's unitheoretical nature, an* it may be said of his ehoice--the maid wAo:n
Old potatoes should always be
—ifs form.
that animal payehologoolosernot passed would have for his --wife.
?laced over the stove in cold water
beyond the peoely experimental stage fleeter of foot than ha and samitee
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
end new potatoes in boiling water
"Darwin came nearer formulating dm In free. If the man is Wooed of of two Indian elephante at the siege
Let the old potatoes stand in ice wm
an exact hypothesis than any other his quarry she seldom gets away, of Burtpore. Water was scaree and
ter for an hour or two after peeling
scientist when he took up the study of though his feet ate alad ia leaden In great demand, which gave unusual
and before cooking.
the emotions and the means of ex- shoes.
value to a well that had not dried up
Epicurean butter is served with
"Rwitching day" at Shamokin is One day, just as a small elephant and
pressing them, but even this splendid
;Tilled meats, etc. To make it, put
treatise is lacking in that definite data Master &many, when all the lade said its driver were leaving the well, the
two tablespoonfuls of flesh butter
which would place animal psychology leases of the eissetry round shout animal carrying a pail of water,a very
'n a small bowl, and work into it
among the so-called exact sciences. gather at the town.for the annual large and strong elephant seized the
choroughly with the point of a silt
But it has occurred to me that a busy, meeting. A girl's starting to run Is pail and drank the water. The smalls.
ter knife a mixture of cayenne,
bustling center of population, where accepted as• token that she la not elephant, conscious of his !Merits,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
foto may find so much that is artificial, averse to her pursuer. The yotrthh strength, showed no resentment bat
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
so much that is out of harmony with start le accepted as a proposal, and bided his time. One day be saw his
When this is accomplished, set it on
the natural order of things, would no matter what misfortune may b. enemy standing broadside by a well.
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp,if
not be the place to prosecute in an fall his quarry he mart provide-for bar The little fellow suddenly ritshed forinto dainty pats. Dot these about
ward with all the energy at his comintelligent and satisfactory way • all the days Of his future lite.
the meat in serving.
Pathetic indeed was the Eluetration mand, butted the big one on the sins
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
study of this interesting subject.
A delicious sandwich is made by
Surroundings a trifle more rugged at this teat in the ease of dusts Maur and to:trailed him over Into the well,
111110.11aviag Dories of Special Nerd. spreading thin orals of bread with
An Indian missionary tells of sulfa
would seem to afford a better oppor- look, who was by all odds the bane
equal parts of finely chopped celery
k
to Se riaeed en 6411141ot the
tunity for the observance of mental soonest girl in the Rumiaa ettloisiet discreet person whom he saw teasing
end walnut meats, mixed
with
Warships.
processes in the lower order of life, for many miles about. ithe was Mil an elephant by pricking his trunk with
*hopped olives and a little mayom
although, of course, much may be end slender and her *yea were azure a pin and then feeding him with lea
' The navy department is print*a. seise.
learned by the method which has been blue. Elho was crowned with vides tuce salad which no elephant has any
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
hair, which grew in dainty ringlets use for. The animal was rather sloes
borne of the warships with a new life
adopted by European scientists.
raft, says • Washington special ti from the stone spirally, as one peels
"In the southern part of the United Mose trpost her head. Mies Manbok in anger and he had not rally decide*
She New York World. It co:mists al an apple, being careful nob to let It
States these scientists might find much had more guitars than she amid as. to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
an elliptical eopper tub* iromewhat break. Then make a tiny ball of this
data that would give them a more emit, and she was vary my. Fleet of whose ha suddenly seised the man's hat
ilattened, with air-tight comparte filling and fold the strip about it.
definite clew to the reasoning meth- lose, the maid had, eines arriving at from his head, tore it into shreds and
Too much baking powder is often
smuts, strengthened by fins.
ods of animals of thi lower order, • marriageable age, passed one dung thee fragments into the face of
The
'
witching day- in safety withent the his tormentor.
babe is incased in cork, 'Wound eri'l teed in doughnuts and fried drop
That little trick of theoppossane for
of her promise
giving
A British magazine told, awhile
eanvaa and made absolutely water- cakes, causing the dough to burst out
instance, when he feigns death,shows
In vary irregular bubbles on the
Mee Manbok until moose as the eta ago, of• mailman's dog that was the
an element of shrewdness which on,
tight. Attacked to this float is
rarely finds In orders of intelligence sent festival occasion had easeeeded terror of all smaller canines, as ha
rope netting three feet deep, from edge, which soak fat and make the
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon. In outdistancing all her parment. was a fighter and never akeed
Midrib is seepended a wooden slatted doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tarter baking peeve
Why is it that he will leap up on ens Keay were the ream she had run, but shame to mix up in a row. Most of
bottom. Tke netting is suspended
der
make,
the
dough
rime
slowly,
as
side
of a tree and then jump as far as sever bad a 'witch or•pail of water the dogs in the neighborhood bore
an the tritor side sif dm float 'rods
he can from the other side? It is s some *Rhin reaching distance of her soars as evidence of his ferocity and
liege which travel on Lolling', o the gas is not all liberated simply by
trick. He la trying to fool the dog petite form. It was then that Andrew prowess. Nose of them could match
that the bottom rests le :he poopet moisture. Therefore, if goer would
Wive the beat results, either put the
that is after him by making him be- IlLobinaky. a shrewd young man, wise 'den In a fight. The idea finally ow
no matter which side of the
tieve be is up the tree. The 'coon has had purposely welted until Mies Year tourred to them. however, that there
eat fall. upon the water when it biscuit into an oven of moderato
practiced this game for so long that bolt had become fatigued. rave chase Is strength in umon, and so one nighe
Is thrown overboard. It does not re, rather than Intense heat.. that they
may hay* time to Mao before•brows
no well trained dog will ever howl sip Off darted the meld, and after ben about a dozen of them went to the
wilt* to be righted, ordeusted op
must is formed, et let Mem stand
home of the tormentor and thrashed
a tree until he has circled around it sped the pursuer.
fieirieed about; it is ready for service
Sea minutes, to rise, ant Shea pet
Down
the railroad track they him within an inch of his life. The
several times to see if the gems has
moment it striking the wates
them into a hot oven.
sot resorted to the usual make-believe. eashed. all unheeding. So excited milkman found next morning that his
Oars are attached to the sides of the
Creamed chicken or creamed swim&
'Why is it that. a 'croon. when the were both contestants—the man rue- dog was nearly dead from the wound,
to propel it when It in occupied.
breeds may take the pleas of creamed
tree is falling under the effect of the nine for• wife, the girl for liberty— inflicted. When he recovered froio the
• Illimagt persons esnnot get on this
oysters, and are really mere wholehunter'. az, will scamper down ene that the approach of•train was us. scrimmage he was ao...h•nged dog. hay%
to
sink it, and, mane the life. some
Matt
sad more easily preenretL Partrunk
of the tree toward the stump? settee& The engine tooted shrilly lag wholly lost his taste for fighting,.
seat, it cannot espaise eri'h•founder, boil the
sweetbreads and pick them
Sir Andrew Smith, a zoologist, told
He has two reasons for doisg it. Is and at its blast Mims Manbek. atIwo like • raft, go to piens. against apart; to
each pare allow one can of
the first piece, unless the dog knows righted, stumbled and fell upon the Derain that one day he saw a tam*
Oho slides of •ship.
cut ad baboon in South Africa bespatter with
mushrooms washed and chopped fins.
his business, he will ruab out in the rail Both of ter legs were
The war department is eoraidering Stir these into a
pint of cream sauces.
below the knees, but the dodoes say mod an officer. who,01 snick and apse,
direction
ef
the
falling
tree,
army
believing
equipping
advisability
of
*he
Where chicken is used, to each three
was on his way to pai ade. The office,
the game will scamper oat from the she will live. And Kobinsky,
bunsporta with Om earns sort of pounds of chicken that
has been most
top. In the second place, he reasons lees of her being a cripple. 41= bad frequently teased the animal,
rarly es they were, the "infair"
goaL
W4141
mrefully boiled and cut into dice al- were arriving before them. The chaise that it is
which took this effective miens of re.
safer for 'body and limb that he will keep bio
= nide Is veers. Parrota alao are among the
NAUTICAL SCROCI.L AT MANILA, low • can of mushrooms and a pint were arranged in • semicircle arcensti the In either event he is reaeoeing about her just as soon
af cream sauce.
earn
roots, and "Jim" and Hester sat dews the thing. Is is
animals that do sot soon forget pera payehological proo leave the nurse's
sear tes mien doer. The cornpsay, the elm
Everything Pee.
sons who tease or maltreat theta.
Instances have been reported
members
first,
elder
same
forward
oast
by
FASHIONABLE FEMININITY.
a is to Increase letercienup
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES. They venally find some way to give
see and 'shook them by the hand and eh ay hunters of where 'coons would
et the lastitstioa.
leap
some empanel+ nt moment* to those
from
the
top
of
hired their congratulations There was
falling trees
attractive Features of Waist. and
*ley one phrase in which the good wishes seemingly knowing that they were Pates. and Interest mg DI metes who are unkind to them.
Glossal, for seninser Wear-41
Amen g TOMS. Folks in
e Naval officials at Manila utend to do
meld be conveyed. "I wish you much joy,' pursued by trained dogs. who would
START OFMUR SHOE TRAWL
Season ef
repeated ease neigeene, solemnly, an oat sang around the stump until they
everything possible for the success of
noise Empire.
down again Then them was gleam is the could scamper down the
the nautical school at that place. Thum
trunk of the
illods.4 of the OrIgtaaJ Ireetorr as
Apropos of revivals, it may not be room, the resets staring blankly at the tree. But tha rule is the other way.
Institution was inherited from the
7-red W. Carey has recently hem
So Placed es ExhIbitiera In boo.
room,
and
their
err
who
hide
relieved
filpanish government. It has been in amiss to hint that a return of the
"The point. I am trying to make." traveling through an almost unknowe
ten Leather icapeartee..
persistently barrtamment by occasional whispers to sash concluded the observant citizen, "is part of the Chinese Rum steams, which
eharge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley, pannier overskirt is
ether.
recently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
United States navy, who was
Wlusa the deists and witty sayings whi4 :hat the woods arm &fled wit% these Ii. between China proper and Burma'.
There is to be a shoe and leathers
A very stunning outing hat for enlivened the festivities of the "jangle" evidences which might ril* the
ibetached from that duty and ordered
set- In the account of his journey, whit* fITSOKWOZI. in Boston, which eoetine
home for eomplicity in certain irreg. summer shows a felt crown and • wero exhausted some of the older folks he sntists a clew to the reasoneao meth be recently read before the Royal ties to be the ehief market for boots
ealar business relatiens with army sub' straw brim, both whit* and trimmed gaa rerneneceneing if formes wedding es. oda of animals of the lower order."
Geographical society, he spoke most and shoes in the United States and
essiess.
aistenee officers at ...farina. Another with a soft Persian silk marl.
favorably of the women ot the scam one feature of it is to be •reprodusw
"It's curious bow the world does change.' REGARDIN3 WHITE ANIMALS. try, though his opinion of the meet is
White waiete are more to the fore
officer has been placed in charge of the
lion of the original shoe factory in
than ever, and they have embroidery said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. H. end his
Institution.
the Now York the United States. says the New VOW&
says
Battering,
so
not
ileamsnal Olkailige• an Me fel*. el
'The school offers a free education te and lace tucks. aud insertions with- wide, "Asst Laura," were the
Itaa.
lbse.
if the leagie." "You young fota:rir
06floLISS. Semrts sad libpd.
residents of the Philippine ibiands in out number.
La their fees and figure. be awn
For many years after -the rattlepi married and start out in the world
Qatekly Samar.
White with a touch of brilliancy nowadays deal know what hard times are.
such professional duties as will equep
these Shona remble the Japaasaia meat of the American colonies no at.
duties
of
thn
perform
embroideries
•
is
to
Persian
lent by
Ike cadets
You've lumber to floor your hones with,
A polar bear would not have a and the women are, to say the leads tempt was made to manufacture
masters and officers of merchant Yes- eonspicuous favorite of the best do- and a cook stove, and you can bay bode
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, What seemed to be fragmeete of
litagnetie iron meteor,which may have
beaoended to the earth emuturies ago.
Maa discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a cellas
in Knickerbocker aveuum at Cornelia
West, Williamsburg. N. Y. 'Ile dl..
povery was made at a depth of 40 feet.
It being necessary to remove a hill Se
Peet high before the sidewalk level wee
/earthed.
Upon reaching e ten-foot depth in
bee cellar excavation the men came
!pen the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
petreordinary weight, however, made
lhem examine it more closely, and
*hen they cut into a large piece of
She matter they found the interior was
S solid mass of iron ore beneath •
'tartans several inches deep of bardened yellow clay.
The search was extended furthest
lead the men same upon • perfectly
itormed ape's head and also a ram%
head. All the matter was turned oyes
S. Prank N. &shell, the contractor,
ream will transfer the relics to scums
petilleurn.
9* appears to me," said Mr. Sohell.
'
Vial when this meteor fell, perhaps
tresturies ago, it struck the earth like
• shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
erten the hard yellow clay whit* ear.
PloUllt each piece."
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Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc- An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
ed.via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
PER MONTH BY MAIL.

25e

special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
cOngress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
Rates for the above occasion open
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bate to the public. Tickets will
be solid to
etc, etc.
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed information can be had upon application to
'41
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting knes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., LexingJackson Sta. phone an
ton, Ky.
& Clay Sta., phone 38.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Washington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A..,
7. E. Hendrick,
J. G. Miller
Lotsisvile, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., St
Louis. Me.
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HENDRICK A MILLER
LAWYERS

•"• 4

Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
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Paducah
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of the fact that it seemed coetinuaIly te
in the city. Snits made to order.
"The Old Reliable Barber," the seek . its ekes into, the door,. in la determined effort to resist the departure.
ROC= 13 and 14 Columbia Blicig.
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Getting ahead, he carefully lowered the
Old Phone 10).
408 Broadway to ici9 South Fourth bureau toward himself. The operation was
only marred by the trifling accident of al
street (red front) and wishes to wel the drewers slipping out at ere
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but the Lae cos barb,
come all his old friends and custom- jams time, and
lag mum portion of Spooaer's parses as
ilk a wooden shower, open him, and
Rooms
and 15 Register Building,
below in the "Jag" of the stair.
way. The last sad heaviest drawer degag I-2 Brodway, Paducah, Ky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
from the regular order of proceed.
llama to, tz and is. Colunshl
New Phone ago.
lag sd St, wrong aide up, on • Speoner's
(Homoeopathist.)
beat libel:Mere and hewed head. His held
Bulldog.
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ea the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
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Office,
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▪
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DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
is° NORTH FIFTH STREET
Paducah Undertaking
Both Phones 335
Company.
Office Hourst 8 to to a. m., z to 3
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'ad IR
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eolet from
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p. m. and 7 to 9 p. 111.

0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
4oz Fraternity Building.
..4 Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3a.

&hoe

•

Paducah,

Kentucky.

—When in Want of—
" RUBBER
TIRES
REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmithing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.

Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
• Both Phones 695.—Rooma 203 and 204

-

phone 3st, Residence phone 474

Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.

H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
_

Phone 147/1-

_.

D.Ci. u'ARK

D. Sidney Smith

Dr. B. T. Hall

Dr. B. B. Griffith

A. S. D.A.BNEY,
t --DEN T IS T—

Fraternity Building.
Office

S. W. Arnold

_

Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by. electrical treatments.
Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43! Jefferson
street

ci

At the head
Dream roc aim

the class, Elks'

'Census Bureau bulletin prepared by
Prof. W. F. Wilcox, of Cornell, declares that the birth rate in the United States has been steadily declining
since I86o.

al aUsula £'&llitjL1 as vallO.
Mew Ideas la Drees Ornamentation,/
in Evidence la the Up-t.-Lbate
Cieetaasea
A charming evening 1-.,„.* for f
young girl is of rich miroir satin,
veiled with either white, gold or colored net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral design, alternating with roses or ca.
mellias sewn on in a studied careless.
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro.
&wed an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
size of the palm of one's hand, ready

to applique onto silk, lace or chiffoa.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the bridles
of this season was made with a chiffon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke- of -leo& and lace sleeves,•lace

train starting from between the
shoulders, and a handeome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
hem, put on very full and heeded by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallops.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and noticeable toilettes was of black velvet. The Louis XVT.corsage formed•
double-breasted front and long coattail behind, while round the decollet.
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed a point
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDL'
In front. White mousseline transpar✓vaalk Clawson. el Afloat*.III., Ova,. ent lone loose sleeves were caught
tightly se the wrist by a black velvet
ikeva••
laseambaran•band.
ablo DIMmraltlea.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to ,be

Atlanta, a small Iowa sem* ad
Bloomington. Ill., has is Prank Clawson a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is without hands. Claweon has been,• performer on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill was such that be was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country.
Several
years age he was caught in a blizzard and both hands were se badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that hts Adeline days were over, the old instrument was laid away by the owner.
The odd-time longing to bring out
music became to strong to be resisted, and he conoeived the cadres
kiss of playing without basil&
Be
made a mertrivanoe wet of heavy
wire, whioh enabled him to wield the
haw. The matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by hard practice
be trained the stump of kis left hand
le make the necessary shift. from
string to another, sod from poAtlas to position. With the Addle
held in plass by his chin and knees.
and with the help of his finger e •
arms, Clawson manages to play
nearly as much sneeze as formerly.
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.

Kra Gasliatea. ell Iowa rails. to.,
Claims the Ileeerill lee Cho
Ilerthwart.
-A grandmother at-it is the record of

Kra. James P. Carleton, of Iowa Falls,
Is., who slaintie the distinction of being
the youngest grandmother in the satire northwest. She is hoping to be •
great-grandmother by the time she
bureau when both arrived in the "jog" of Is 411.
the stairway.
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were marThe drawers which h..fl made theiodebrati ried in Ohio II years age, Mrs. Carleton
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
The real estate agents, has d175.0ee a few seconds ',afore, lay in a confused heap, being only 11 year* old when eke was
with all poesible corners upward to wet
wooed, won and led to the altar by her
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and worth of city property for sale and Nene the nos;
hilarious Spooner.
He landed on ail these corners and sew youthful schoolmate. Less than twe
thirty-five farms; also three safes..
wal more that seemed to put in an appear years later, when only ii yeare of are,
4. Columbia building.
Houses for rent.
for that *caution only, and the en the beeem• a mother. The tendency
Mee
Telephone, old, s665.
attest and vindictive bureau stood square toward early mardageein the Carlin.=
Phone 1041 Red.
w on its head on his quivering sorporosity. lamily was transmitted to the dangle
A wild, uadled yell, se sharp yet se vol. ter, and two years age,at the age of le,
Swoons that It startled the bate out of the die was married. Last week she beshimney and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
came a mother.
loot of the stairs.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Until recently James P. Carters was
"Oh,
the
precious
bureau!"
she
shrieked.
PADUCAH. KY.
postmaster .at Iowa Faller, but a few
'
What, oh! what has happesied to itr
Generll Practice.
Presently a faint voice piped up from the months age he and his wife removed to
208-210 Fraternity Building.
bottom of the pile where Spooner was do St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
S. P. POOL, Manager
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky. lag a oontortion act beneath the bureau:
and grandchild reside.
GUY NANCE, Asst
"The precious bureau I. uninjured as
aos South Third Street
pot," it said, "but I am mortally wowed NO Vain/On few Semi ellVI* be l•Irre.
Residence over store.
sd by this rel.inet-made demon!"
A promising movement has been
Both Phones Ito —Prices Reasonable
Frightened at the awful condition of her Warted in Virginia for
the benefit of
looms, buried beneath a mountain of re
population.
negro
The
the
idea wife
noreeless furniture and with no insurance
DENTIST.
on his life. Mn. Spooner ran for maim. tested with Dr. B. B. James, of RichWC*. Presently she returned with neigh mond, and several prominent,and
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
bor Biller. By his strong arm, the wrest wealthy newroes are associated with
Co., 306 Broadway.
• manhood was drawn from beneath the him. The first of the proposed setOffice with Drs. Rivers ik Rivera
*ill exultant heirloom of the Roundheads tlements will be establiehed near
Another measurement was instituted, and Richmond. Plots of ten acres
Democratic Speaking.
each
don former desiiion of Jaen, the drayman
rso North Fifth. Both Phones lg.
will
off,
be
laid
upon
and
mob
will
vindicated.
The bureau would go no
eras
The city candidates for the various tardier down the "jog," for the stairway be erected • four-roomed log cabin
Residence Het Ciete, Old phoebe Alp offices to be voted for at the demo- was mush narrower from there down.
of antique style. These plots will be
en easy installments plane ts
told
word,
but
s
Without
with
will
Aug.
primary
at
cratic
a
speak
21
terrible
darkAmint
flowing time and place. Everybody bine resolve depicted on his coslaoill neeroes anxiOne to better theminvited id come out and hear them &age, and nose several inches cut or ime wives. They will be given pm:ideal
plumb, Spooner, assisted by Killer, set to and systematic Instruction In farmThe speakings will occur at 8 o'clock work to force the bureau up to the
top
p. m at the places and on the dates of the stairs again. This they succeeded ing, an experienced expert from the
TRUEHEART
BUILDING.
below given;
In occomplialting, in spite of the Puritanical Institute at Hampton being engaged
Both phones 88 at the office, both
resistant* of that stubborn orthodox sliest se instructor.
Market house, August 18.
drawers.
•
phones 340 at residence. Office hours
City ball, August 19.
Pisa a 1Prellialeas TinsairL
Then Spooner rolls It over, and over, • bold, remarkable project to we7 to 9 a. m.; z to 3 p. tn.: 7 to 9 p.
Come one, come all, and bring your
sad, with the neight
aid, he balanced esiulag attention among
Russian enfriends and hear what they have to It a moment en the wadow-eill.
say. Every citizen shoulll be interWith a smile of alisoot fiendish joy and gineers. It is proposed to oonetraid
esbed in the affairs of the municipal
spasmodic hitch to his pantaloons, slow a tunnel under the main &lain of the
government of his city. Bring your gFelipping away from the clutches of his Caucasus mountains from a point 411
wives and childrerr; nothing will be me rear suspender britton, Spooner pushed miles Rooth of Vladibavkaa The tunthe bureau, now thoroughly frightened, out- eel will be U wdlee long and coal
said or done that will mar the tender- ward, and it hurtl d through
the sir like efe,000,000. AI soon as this Trans-Siest refinement of the bearers.
Truehearf Bwilteng.
she flight of a brass- mobbed meteor. With
wash, it landed on the atone -doorstep, bones railway I. finished, it I. beAmiss below, ad was nothing but a lieved, this Obiseasdan tunnel, which
!we
No Heat Now
has the warm support of the ease,
Henry Mermen,
the reliable To cause the fresh paint to blister. Rock of its former grandeur.
Col. Windygasee's valuable door_ of the will be eommesoed. From a military
hook manufacturer, Blank Rooks, Painting done
now will stay painted teach-logged porsuasen, had,
but a mo- and gammons:lel point of, view the
Job and Edition binding. The only if we
do the work.
ment before, been gaawing an overahos work will be of neat importance. as
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Warren & Son, 114 North Sixth. an the doorstep. Num he lay under the lb* only dime, etwansualoatioo
with
Library work a specialty.
nweau--oaly • eanine recollection, a hairy
Phone 34t-A.
Wano-Ceseessis frees soothers Roosts

Dr. Childress

—LAWYER—

Rea ema

6REEN GRAY

the nicest line of samples for tints

Attorney-at-Law

pow wee a Daea amine
John Hendrickson, a breeder ed
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys end
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., reeentl,y found four of his finest young
heifers In -the field, all riddled with
charges of buckehot, which had entered the bodice just behind the fore
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been staying at White Lake, had passed over
Iii. farm in quest of partridge, and
that *tote had been heard in the
vicinitygof the field where the settle
were at pasture.
The deed heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and it occurred to the owner as he
waa examining the wound. that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
their delicately formed limbs.
He
warn seized with the idea that they
had been mistekea for deer by the
Minters.
Hendrickson *reel to White Wee,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone.
Be ascertained
their names and addressee in New
York and after coaaiderable difficulty
located them. He haa just returned
after seeing them, and as a result
of Ida visit he Is $500 rteher than
when he went I. the city.

G. C. DIUGUlD,

•

Sew York lasksters Oblige}, as ray

of blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
In question used to be saluted by his toed
Rom as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, ha the highest
octave, now is sorrow and woe in large
guantities and • dilapidated bureau La re
goarkably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly se
seri. Unfeeling neighbors used te *MLA,
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come in the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hogs
Ian through your cabbie-patch in wild
and bristly freedom, so *a will take thole
'seers at 50 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
subject that worried Spooner just befiare
the pall of darkness and bump. settled OW
the happy home. How to. get it away wai
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only daughter, Cyclone., had,
at least, been so fortunate as to 'sorrel a
fearless being, who made her his wife—and
she was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
is not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the idea that, but for this timely attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudinous. Far from
It! She simply ceased, as a Spooner, to
make the menu at three daily repasts look
as if attacked by an itinerant eat, and to remark plaintively that woman's mission on
earth was not clearly dained around the

Four Gents a Pound

T. B. harrison,

pass.

en lb Sas Farm.

create an estate in an hour that would edges.
Now that their daughter had succeeded
NEAR MARION, KY.
require a long life to earn otherwise, In eommitting matrimony in the first
too Room Motel—High and Dry and
degree, Mr. and M7. Spooner resolved tc
4
by protecting his life in the North- de the proper and aPpropriato thing. Alta
Well Ventilated.

Both phones gx.

KILLED YOE

There is • wreck -down at Spooserat
house—a wreck that was formerly a pieos
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...HOTEL...

BUREAU. 111LILYER13

mulch Centicular thought, they decided te
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND western Mutual Life, the best com- present
her the @scrod bureau, aroune
YOUR VACATION.
which Mustered meek hallowed emanations,
Ifite them indigemes te an old buffalo
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC- pany in America.
robe.
COTIMODATIONS, AND
THE
The peered bureau was located in the
For First-class Upholstering. Matt:sal BEST OF LIFE GIVING WAwoad story of the
domicile, is
TERS.
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
the "mars' bediocen!8=to got it down
Make was the questios.
General Miartag-er.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
We store, pack and ship furniture ow
The time, several years before, when
FROG
FISHING,
abort notice.
Beggs, the drayman, had raised the poe
SQUIRREL HUNTING. AND IN
deroua piece of furniture to the seem&
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSEstory, window, by means of much rope sad
profanity, was still froth is Spooner's mint
erg to sig South Third St. MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
Be remembered that Jame had measured
AND THE YOUNG.
Ike bureau, which was an enormous/7 d•
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
@Moped affair and Lien had measured the
RAILROADS.
SEND YOUR ROUGH
DRY stairway.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
"Too wide for this stairs," was Jeep' vse
e4
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH diet.
Se without any more fun be had pro
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
TOILET SUPPLY
COMPANY, seeded to haul it up the ride of the hewn
tied introduce it through a window.
log 1-1 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
But Spooner considers himself • pear in
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOTthe way of mincentratod think, to any two
Commercial and Co-operative
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE- lagged drayman that ever wore• hairy hoe
tor for a beard and oharged 10 pieces of
Business a Specialty.
Aver for carrying a 50-seat trunk tee
LIVERY. OLD PHONE !ars.
blocks. Hs knew, withoiet measuring, that
the stairs were wide enough for the bemau. Singlehanded and alone he attacked
If you want your clothes cleaned,
the lugubrious piece of furathare in ibe ewa
Dative spare bedroom.
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
By dint of muck pulling and an equal
City Attorney.
Ro.e, 32() South Third street. I have
amount of hauling, be succeeded in wrest-

wfls

Ames
,
strati'.
Town,

ANY MAN MAY

BrUU.Nhirtl

Paducah
Mattress Co..

elded

! noradored
as the
lase heilieheet
tat of
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A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST 1-10ME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
$3.00
ONE YEAR
$2.00
SIX MONTHS
dr.ay
THREE MONTHS
ONE MONTS
50c
Sample copy if you wish.
Address Circulation Dept.,
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, Ky.

"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."

Crittenden Springs

lug, 523 1-2 Breakaway.

'peed.
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'
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The Louisville
Evening Post,

Very LOW Rates

'Bacon's
Drug Stores

IA

aovelty, although unique awl_ exceedingly beautiful examples are continually being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have tarred
their attention to the Russian produolions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is suln-

tient guarantee that they will not become too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their prestige, and very ethereal effects are produced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they

also look exceedingly well on fonlarda,
especially white foulards, with line
Irish point of rather a deep tone, outlined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which eves it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good oombination.
It Is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries and in man ways Is
eery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
IL Oenntortable Conch That la Faslip
Made at Home—A. •atlean
Oak Stale, Eta.

Few families, whether in tows or
country, have sufficient closet space
In whkh to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way.
in any case, is to lay them fatly
and smoothly in a box large enough
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at home in such a way as to serve a
double purpose—that of &ouch rind
wardrobe combined, says the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpainted wood, six feet four inches long by
about three feet four inches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or hie
mother without dielculty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cress strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside of
the box and lid with a serrictable cam4
brio or silesia. Then nail a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put in
new ticking of the proper 'size. or of
"wool waste," OT may be procured at
little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz In
beieplaits all around the box,end cover
lbe top separately, finishing the earl
of the latter with a full pinked ruchin4
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Wee a strong loop on the edge of the
top by which to lift it, and it is well to
fasten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to ovoid straining
the hinge..
Heaped with pillows and with an at.
ghan thrown over the foot, this maker
a comfortable couch by day, and even

by night if necessary.
An excellent hall table for a country
douse was evolved nut long ago by an
ingeelous girl from an ordinary unaitined kitchen table without a leaf.
She sawed two inches from the legs.
then stained the whole with a b1ac4
Kalil, made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in al
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and left to simmer on 1"91
stove for half a day. This liquid wr
applied to the wood and left to drykr
Vinegar in which a number of rusts
nails had been steeped was the*
brushed over, and repeated until the
sable acquired a good antique oak coloring. Brass rollers were then flue.
tened on the legs and an old-faahionedi
brass handle put oathe drawer, which
was steined inside to match the out.
side, and served for holding gloves,eta:
A scarf of dark red leather was fastened down the middle of the table with
brass headed ticks and,beholdl•rerd•
Irmo-spot.
ly
handsome 'old cal,
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McPherson Says

ABOUT THE PEOPLE!

will leave for Oklahoma to reside.
Mr. William's intends to embark in
the merchanidse business there.
TEN PER CENT OF THE MOmir. John Curd Is in Louisville
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
on a visit.
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
Mrs. Jennie Matthew-son,. of MayMr. and MS. B. Ist. Al'en are at
Stages Yesterday.
'THAT CARRY THE MALARIA field, le visiting in the city.
Cerulean Springs.
Cairo, 18.8; falling.
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXERMr. Geo. M. Tagg, of Memphis, is ,Mr. Thomas Davis, of Smithland, 'Chattanooga, 7.6; falling.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY OF
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
stopping at the Palinor.
is in the city.
Ciucinnati, 13.7; rising.
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
R. D. Happy, revenue inspector, Miss Gertrude Tucker has returned
Evansville, 9.o; rising.
YOURSELF, OR AlTY MEMBER
from a visit to Central City.
•
Florence, 66.t; rising.
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING came in from Mayfield yesterday.
MT. Jim B. Johnson is ill end conJohnsonville, 6.9; rising.
Mks. Loyd Baker arrived from
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
Louisville, 5.9; on stand.
Mityfield yesterday, and she and Mt. fined to his room with illness at the
INSECT.
•
Mt. Carmel, 6.3; rising.
Baker have gone to housekeeping on Henneberger House on South Third
street.
Nashville, to.6; falling.
Wkst Jefferson street.
Mire. J. R. Smith and son, James
Pittsburg, 7.7; rising.
Mfrs. 1 igicihael tna daughter,
Smith, have returned from an exDavis Island Dam, 9.2; rising.
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP Miss Violet, have returned from Cin1St. Louis, 12.7; falling.
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN cinnati, where an operation for ton- tended sojourn in Michigan.
Jim Nuckels, of Woodville, was in
Mt. Vernon, 8.9; rising.
solitis was successfully performed on
TWO SIZES, roc AND 25C.
IT WILL COOL YOU, REFRESH YOU AND DO
the city yesterday.
Paducah, 8.9; rising.
the latter.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
YOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOOD. DOCMr. and Mrs. Simon Michaelson left
Mrs. Ed Cohen has returned from
yesterday for Cairo to reside.
The Kentucky is due from the TenCincinnati.
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FROM PURE
Mr. H. B. Gilbert, <A Murray, is in nessee river.
Mir. Oscar Baker has gone to MayMALT AND HOPS, THAi'S WHY. IT STRENGTHThe Savannah passed up last night
field to accept a position in the Stark the city.
ENS AND BUILDS UP. IT'S A TONIC, AS WELL
Mr. Tommie Grief has returned to for the Tennessee river.
eafe at that place.
AS THE MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
Vine
Grove
after
Fowler
a
visit to Mr. Lem
Sc Wolfe are installing
Adelle Flint is visiting here
Grief.
new boiler on the Monie Bauer.
PASSED
from
THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
Mayfield.
Prescriptions called for and delivMr. Herbert Hayden, of Benton., is
The Charles Turner has gone into
Mr. Rid Reed went to Murray Yesered to any part of the city.
terday after his son. They will go in the city en route home from South- the Cumberland river after ties.
eastern Missouri, where he has been
Phones No. rec.
Capt. Peck's sand dock, which sunk
to Frankfort today.
several days ago, is now on the docks
Rev. Lloyd T. Wilson and family writing insurance.
Cor. 4th and Broadway,
Messrs. Eddie Hayden and Julius for repairs.
will leave today for Louisville, after
PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY.
The Wash lionshell came down
a visit to relatives here and at Ben- Starks, of Renton, arrived in the city
last night.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
yesterday from the wreck of the J.
ton.
Frank Wilson, of Benton, is visit- B. Williams after supplies.
MT. and MTS. A. J. Dauer and their
The steamer Kentucky arrived last
children will leave Saturday for Dix- ing in the city.
'MLis Marie Brandon is visiting 'rel- night from Tennessee river and will
on Springs.
leave Saturday on her return trip.
Mk. and Mrs. Charles R. Rowland atives in Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cochran, of
The Caruthersville, after being
and daughter, Dorothy, will go to
New York, are in the city visiting made 20 feet longer, will be let off the
Dixon Springs tomorrow.
•
Mr. J. W. Keiler has returned from relatives. This is M'r. Cochran's boy- docks today. She will leave for Cahood home, and his friends are meet- ruthereville, Mo.
Atlantic .City.
it is thought hat the J. B. WilMiss Blanche Sheldon, interne at ing him with pleasure. I
liams
condition
wild be raised this week and
The
of
Mrs.
Sebree,
Mary
the
Riverside Hospital, is visiting in
WANTEDs--First-class cook for
of North Sixth street. was greatly im- brought to Paducah for repairs. The
small family. Inquire at 408 Wash- Wickliffe.
Miss Mlay Rallance, of Graves coun- proved last night, her many friends boat has been bulkbeaded and pumps
ington street.
tf
will be pleased to Isarn. Her condition will be put in operation today to
ty, is the guest of Miss Jessie Bell.
draw the water out. Six or seven
been considered serious.
had
Afir. and Mrs.). C. Lee and son .a.re
WANTED-White girl to du genboats belonging to the combine are
eral housework. Call at 319 Clark visiting in Madison, Ind..
on the scene today pumping. The
Visitors Entertained.
Dr. J. E.'Woefle is in Cairo on busstreet or telephone 483.
Fowler-Woife Company had a force
iness.
of
hands at work in the shop making
Miss
Bergdoll
Eda
Wednesday
eveMr. R. B. Nolen, of Blytheville,
FOR RENT-Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and Ark., is the guest of his sister, Mrs. ning entertained in honor of Miss an extra large suction pump to be
Maud Dacres, of Cairo, and Miss Alice esed today. '
W. B. Green.
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
Mess Laura Job is expected Mon- Buddeke, of Louisville. Euchre was
Chicago Excursion.
WANTED-Any person to distrib- day to visit Miss Lillie May Win- played. Those present were: Misses
Maud Dacres, Alice Buddeke, Louise
ute our samples; $18.00 weekly, steady stead. '
!qr. J. M. Bugg and family ate at Detzel, Anna Harlin, Maggie Lydon, The excursien to Chicago will leave
"EMPIRE" 4 Wells street, Chicago.
Arizona Blackburn, Marie
Roth. Paducah Union depot promptly at to
Dixon Springs,
Mr. Jim Ray is in Guthrie on bus- Messrs. Clifford Blackburn. Dennis a. rte. Tuesday, August 22nd.. and: will
FOR RENT- Three downstairs
Halpin, William Rincliff, Frank Don- not make any other stop inside the
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant iness.
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Allen are visit- ovan, A. F. Roth, J. L. Roth, Joe city limits. The train will run via
Bergdoll. The first prize for tbe girls Cairo: The Illinois quarantine reetricing in Hopkinsville.
Sixth.
Miss Trixie Willett is visiting in was captured by Miss Arizona Black- clone will not interfere with thie
Lurn, visitor,' prize was worthy Miss cursion, but passengers are adviseefto
LOST-One water spaniel dog, Guthrie.
eleven months old; comes to call of
Mr. Harry Fisher went to Dawson Alice Buddeke and the boys' prize procure health certificates befott FtWVby J. L. Roth. Refreshment, were ing the city. Fare for the round top
"Buck;" black in color. Return to yesterday.
$5.00. Tickets good returning until
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth
Capt John Webb is in Cincinnati served.
Miss Dacres is the guest of Mrs. August 3oth. Tickets good'
reecho Imre
street, for reward.
on business.
• $41ier
'MT. J. D. King, of the I. C., sac Don Gilberto and Tuesday evening on the special excursion train.
Independent Company's Exchange Connection
Mrs. Gilberto entertained in her hone
J. T. Donovan Agent, Paducah, Ky
FOR SALE--A two-story frame in theecity yesterday.
G. C. Vearfield, Ticket Age, Union
-dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recepM.iss Ruby McDonald left for Kut- on and marty guests were present
Discontinued.
to accept the ho,pitality of Mrs. Gil- Depot..
tion hall, lint and cold water, good tawa today to visit reletives.
tortes
and
meet
her
fair
guest.
,
,out buildings, nice yard with shadt
Mr.. and Mrs. J., L. Ieriedman leave
Aged Negro Dies.
sell en terms to snit per- this week for Old Orchard Beach to
Victims of Robbers Here Stranded.
Henry Caldwell, colored, aged
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at pend the remainder of the summer.
A robbery •ccurred last Fruity about 6o years. passed away at tt:•
g2.4 North Severfth street. New
Dr. Will Owen has returned from
night on the steamer Saltillo as, the home en..-1y yesterday morning, of
phone isTo. 6yo.
a camping trip near Dover, Tenn.
Mrs. Jennie Daniels, of Sturgis. has boat was en route from St. Louis to asthma. The deceased was well
known ar,di for a number of years
returned home, after a visit to the the Tennessee river.
Friday Morning, Aug. 18, 19o5.
The memes of the victims could' not has been an employe of Farmers'
family of Capt. J. E. Wilirameon.
FOR YOUR DINNER,
Mr. and Mrs. U. L. Hurley are at- ee learned, but they are in the city. warehotoe 'on Broadway. The funeo
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
tending a camp meeting in Living- stranded at the boarding house of. Mr. al will take place at 2 (Oct:xi/this aftIsensuel Grief, 323 Jefferson street. ernoon from fIr %%14sltiagtou-street
ston county.
11 :30 UNTIL 2 P.M.
'Mks Misty Lou Byrd and Mks One of the parties, a gentleman, lams Baptist church.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED
12:30 tO 2.
Ethel Byrd have returned from a vis- asleep and his hip pocket was cut and
pocketbook
a
containing
$40
was
it to Cairo.
Notice to Shippers .
A lady had her pocketbook
-Miss Naniy Baker is ill with
Mr. and Mho. Leslie Samuels, of stolen
The steamer Lenticky leaves Satfever at 'her home on Soith Folerth Bard,town, are expected Sunday to stolen from a state room. All the moo urday, Aogust 19th, nt 5 o'clock
street.
visit Mrs. Samuels' parents, Mr. and es that each one had was taken and promptly, and will not receive any
they have been in the city evtr Silart freight after 4:30p. in. This
-Wile Mendelhali is suffering Irom Mrs. R. G. Terrell.
u t on acMx. El Guthrie has gone to New waiting the arrival of necessary funds count of taking people to Pi ttsburg
a painful hand, caused by getting it
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECto proceed 11 their journey.
Landing to the dedication of t he TenYork.
cut at the basket factory.
IAL
ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
nessee Moournient ia Shit( 41 Mall
Mrs. Wolker Bowman, of (,wens-Ws. Florence Bayne is very low
Laid
At
Rest.
DONT ASK YOUR FRIENDS-WE FURNISH SECURITY.
Park.
of typhoid fever at 'her home on born, is the guest of Mrs. J. C. UtThe funeral of the late James. F.
North Eighth street. She has been terback.
OLD
PHONE NO. acki.
Mr. and Mks. Enoch Brown and Ci-ow occurred yesterday afternoontat
Marsh41 County Couple W artit.
ill for the past five weeks.
4 o'clock from the family hOme, 3a9
family are visiting in Psotia, Ill.
Mr. J. R. Baas-lick! and Ma's halide
-Three more libel suits have been
Ma:shall
Mr. W. 0. Hutchinson has returned Jackson street. A large concourse King, of Little Cypress
PUBLIC SALE.
Electric Light Notice.
sled against the steamer Charleston from Mt. Vernon, Ind.
of sosrovseng Oriends• was present, county, arrived in the city estuday
1
will
on
Monday, August 21, 1905,
as follows: The St. Bernard Mining
All
bills
are due and payable at thie
J,
Cheek,
Rev.
S.
of
First
the
Baprr.orning and were married by County about
Miss Adsah Brazelton
atol Miss
the hour of to o'clock a. m., office of the company, 120
Company. $293.63; Baker, Eccles
South
Mary Brazelton !cave this afternoon tist church, conducted the services. Judge Lightfoot at the cos rt louse. at the city halt
door, corner Fourte Fourth strest. Current will
Co, $27.17, and Fowler, Cr unibaugh for Milan, Tenn., to sisit reletives.
The interment was in Oak Grove.
be disThey were accompanied by 'Mr. G. H. and Kentucky
avenue, sell at public continued if bills are not paid
& Co., $69.52.
The pall-bearers were: Messrs. L. Hill and Miss Lucie Story. The couon w
P•of. Owen Hurley, of Grand Rise
L. Bebout, 'Henry lestiley, George 0. ples were guests at the 'New Rich- outcry to the highest bidder one hun- before August ro.
-A negro woman whose name (Ts, is visiting his parents here.
dred (too) feet of ground on Clay
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
could not be ascertained, fell from
'Kiss Lillian Ferguson and Miss, McBroom, W, M. Mooney, Joseph mond yesterday and left la' t niceit for street, between the residence of
Mr.
a car near the I. C. hospital yester- Anna May MicElwain left yesterday Ullman and David Celhss.
their home.
James M. Lang and one recently
day afternoon and a gash was cut on fcr a visit to Trenton.
For Stile.
built by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms made
her bead. She attempted to leave the
Block
System.
injured in a Rana way.
For sale. Stock of geocerics at..Terr•
Mrs. Lelia Davenport° has returned
known
on
of
day
sale.
The Illinois Central Railroad grimcar before it stopped.
Mr. G. N. Featherstoe, 'of Meyfield,
er Ninth and Tennessee. Will
from St. Louis.
ex•
D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
change for real estate or cash or note
qfeitr. - S. B. Ogilvie and Mr. Will pany has a large force of linemen at was in the city yesterday. He is bare
appeal to circuit court was
eith secirity.
taken yesterday when Judge Light- Rieke leave next week for a business work installing a block system est the ly able to walk about arid yesterday
Notice!
division between Paducah and Lou- was his first day out einize August 8'.
foot refused to appoint another per- trip to New York.
Mg. R. E. Jones has this day leased
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Judge R. T .
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system here so as to fumigate all
• Smallpox in Gaunt,.
officers. This agreement was reached Creal Springs yesterday.
vegetable matters, arrests decomposiRUBBER TIRES.
Dr. P. H. Stewart was called to the
Mks. John Lane and children left coaches that enter Paducah and espeyesterday when the coia•mittee comFor cash, until September rat, I tion and prevents contagion. It puconnty, 1 a miles from the-city on the
cially from the South.
posed of Mayor D. A. Yeiser, Audit- yesterday for Dawson.
Hinkleville road yesterday to diagnose will re-rubber vehicles with gfirst-class rifies the air without creating any
The Rev. J. T. Newell returned
or Alex. Kirkland and City Physician
-Officers Hurley and Churchill last a case of smallpox. The victim is International solid two-wire rubber odor whatever. Dilute highly, acJohnston Bass held a conference with yesterday from Jackson, Tenn.
Mk. James 'Baldwin has returned night arrested Oscar Broyles nd Arthur Gill, a five-year-ekl negroeboy. tires at to per cent. discount from' cording to directions and sprinklethe hospital employes. This was the
Henry Johnson, colored, for disor- The case is in a mild litbrm and; the regulaa prices. J. V. GREIF, Man- about freely, It des not stain. FfsR
last step pertaining to hospital man- to his home in Smithland.
sale at all drug stores.
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
boy will recover.
derly conduct.
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Mk. Buford
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